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This is the first part of a two-part paper in which we discuss the implementability of fairness notions
in distributed systems where asynchronous processes interact via synchronous constructs—usually
called multiparty interactions. In this part we present a criterion for fairness notions and show that
if a fairness notion violates the criterion, then no deterministic algorithm for scheduling multiparty
interactions can satisfy the fairness notion. Conversely, the implementation is possible if the criterion
is obeyed. Thus, the criterion is sufficient and necessary to guarantee the implementability of all
possible fairness notions. To our knowledge, this is the first such criterion to appear in the literature.
The main benefit of the proposed criterion is that it reduces reasoning about a complex and concrete
implementation model to reasoning about a simpler and abstract model for process interaction. To
illustrate this, we use the criterion to examine several important fairness notions, including strong
interaction fairness, strong process fairness, weak process fairness, U-fairness, and hyperfairness. All,
except weak process fairness, fail to pass the criterion. Moreover, we also apply the criterion to analyze
the system structures rendering the impossibility phenomena. This analysis helps us separate, for each
fairness notion, the set of systems for which the fairness notion can be implemented from those for
which it cannot. C° 2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Since Hoare introduced CSP [22], interactions and nondeterminism have become two fundamental
features in many high-level programming languages for distributed computing and algebraic models
of concurrency, e.g., Ada [48], Occam [23], CCS [38], and … -calculus [39]. Interactions serve as a
synchronization and communication mechanism: the participating processes of an interaction must
synchronize before embarking on any data transmission. Nondeterminism allows a process to choose
from a set of potential interactions it has specified one interaction to execute.
Note that interactions in CSP and Ada can involve only two processes. However, more recent language
developments (e.g., SCCS [37], CIRCAL [36], Script [19], Compact [15], Action Systems [7], SR [3,16],
LOTOS [11], Extended LOTOS [13], IP [17], and DisCo [24, 25]) have extended these biparty activities
to a more general case, multiparty interactions, allowing an arbitrary number of processes to interact.
More precisely, a multiparty interaction is a synchronous action involving a fixed set of participant
processes. An attempt to execute the action by a participant process delays the process until all other
participants are ready to execute the action. After the execution each participant process continues its
local computation. It is believed that multiparty interactions provide a higher level of abstraction and
encourage modular programming and design [17, 18, 32]. For example, the natural unit of process
interaction in the famous Dining Philosophers problem involves a philosopher and its two neighboring
chopsticks; that is, a three-party interaction.
The implementation of multiparty interactions is concerned with synchronizing asynchronous pro-
cesses to participate in interactions so that the following two requirements are satisfied:
(1) Synchronization. If a process starts to execute an interaction, then all other participants of the
interaction will also execute the interaction.
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FIG. 1. A system of four processes p1; p2; p3, and p4, and three interactions x; y, and z.
(2) Mutual exclusion. Conflicting interactions are not executed simultaneously, where two interac-
tions conflict if they involve a common member process.
Because nondeterminism allows a process to choose from a set of potential interactions an arbitrary
interaction to execute, with an improper interaction scheduling, an implementation of multiparty inter-
actions may render an undesirable program behavior, usually because it violates some liveness property.
So some fairness notion is typically imposed on the problem to exclude unwanted computations that
would otherwise be legal.
To illustrate, consider a system of four processes p1, p2, p3, and p4 and three interactions x , y, and z,
where x involves the set of processes fp1; p2g, y involves fp1; p3g, and z involves fp2; p4g (see Fig. 1).
Assume that each process pi , 1 • i • 4, transits between an idle state where it is busy in its local
actions and a ready state where it wishes to establish some interaction of which it is a member. Let
(p1 p3 yp2 p4z)!
denote a repeated scenario in which p1 and p3 become ready and jointly execute y, and then p2 and p4
become ready and execute z. The computation then satisfies strong interaction fairness (SIF), meaning
that an interaction that is infinitely often enabled (that is, with its participants all ready) is executed
infinitely often. The computation
(p1 p3 p2 yp4z)!
does not satisfy SIF because x is enabled in every state immediately after p2 is ready but it is never
executed.
A fairness notion is said implementable for a system if there is an implementation of multiparty
interactions such that all computations of the system satisfy the fairness notion. We focus here on
the implementability of fairness notions in distributed systems where asynchronous processes interact
via multiparty interactions. In a companion paper [28] we compose several hierarchies of fairness
notions in terms of their expressiveness, and for each of the hierarchies we delineate the line between
implementable and unimplementable fairness notions.
1 APPRAISING FAIRNESS NOTIONS
Since a fairness notion excludes from all possible computations some that would otherwise be valid,
in general, any subset of computations could be considered as a semantic constraint for the system.
However, not many of them are useful, and so criteria have been proposed for determining their appro-
priateness, including the following [4]:
Feasibility: Every partial computation can be extended to a valid one.1
Equivalence-robustness: Equivalent computations are either all valid, or all invalid. Computations
are equivalent if they are identical up to the order of independent actions. Here we assume that the
underlying semantics induces a dependency relation on actions of the system, which is usually a partial
order reflecting Lamport’s causality relation [34].
Feasibility is often demonstrated by an explicit scheduler, which proceeds in lock-step synchrony
with the system, and has complete knowledge of the global state of the system at all times. In each step
1 The notion of feasibility is also equivalent to Abadi and Lamport’s machine closure [1, 2].
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the scheduler determines for the system an action to execute and waits until the execution terminates
before it moves on to the next step. Note that all actions, local and non-local (i.e., interactions), are
scheduled by the scheduler. A fairness notion can then be proved to be feasible by exhibiting such
a scheduler so that every partial computation can be generated by the scheduler, and every complete
computation generated by the scheduler is valid.
Note that because in a distributed environment no process can have a complete knowledge of the
global state of the system at all times, an explicit scheduler does not directly correspond to a real
implementation. However, using a technique of “superimposition” [4, 12] one can convert a scheduler
into a real scheduling program executed in parallel with the main program (i.e., the one that the system
is executing). In each step the scheduler communicates with every process in the system to obtain the
global state information. The scheduler then determines the next action for the system, informs every
process that is responsible for the execution of the selected action to execute the action, and then waits
for the execution to terminate before it proceeds to the next step. All other processes’ executions of the
main program are suspended until further notice by the scheduler. (This can be done, for example, by
augmenting each action with a Boolean variable to enable/disable the action.)
For the sake of efficiency, however, most practical implementations for biparty and multiparty in-
teractions (e.g., [9, 10, 14, 21, 26, 29, 33, 43, 45, 47]) do not use the aforementioned superimposition
technique. Rather, they allow processes to execute local actions on their own. The scheduling takes place
only when some process is ready for interaction, and only interactions are scheduled. More importantly,
unlike the superimposition technique, the implementations do not depend on whether local actions and
interactions terminate or not (that is, whether a process will eventually become ready for interaction).
Note that superimposition may result in a deadlock if the action the scheduling program is waiting for
does not terminate while some other interaction is enabled for execution. As a result, most implementa-
tions for multiparty interactions make use of the assumption that processes decide autonomously when
they will be ready for interaction.
It turns out that if processes can decide autonomously when they will be ready for interaction, then
feasibility alone does not necessarily guarantee implementability. To illustrate, the notion of SIF is
feasible [4], but its implementation has been proven impossible by any deterministic algorithm [26, 46].
On the other hand, feasibility is not a necessary condition for implementation either, regardless of
whether local actions and interactions terminate or not. To see this, consider a system of two processes p1
and p2, and two interactions x and y, both involving p1 and p2. Assume again that each process transits
between an idle state and a ready state, where in the ready state every process is ready for both x and y.
Let C be a fairness notion that prohibits y from being executed. Clearly, C can be implemented for the
system by always letting the two processes execute x whenever they are ready for interaction. However,C
is not feasible because p1 p2 y (which represents that p1 and p2 become ready and then jointly execute y)
is a partial computation of the system, but it cannot be extended to a complete computation satisfy-
ing C.
For the equivalence-robustness criterion, it is observed that most equivalence-robust fairness notions
are implementable. (See [4] for a reference of such fairness notions.) This holds even if the time when a
process will be ready for interaction cannot be determined in advance. As we shall see in Section 4, the
observation is not coincidental because under a notion of “strong feasibility” equivalence-robustness
suffices to guarantee implementability. Equivalence-robustness, however, is not necessary for every
implementable fairness notion. For example, consider the notion of weak process fairness (WPF), which
requires a process continually ready for an enabled interaction (not necessarily the same one, though)
to execute some interaction eventually. WPF is not equivalence-robust [4], but it can be implemented in
a system consisting of only biparty interactions [26, 47]. (In fact, WPF is also possible for multiparty
interaction. See Section 5.3)
In this paper we propose a new criterion for appraising fairness notions. The criterion requires that
a fairness notion be realized by an abstract scheduling function such that all computations produced
by this function are valid (with respect to the fairness notion), and all other computations indistin-
guishable from the produced computations are also valid. Intuitively, the abstract function captures the
scheduling policy adopted by a concrete scheduling program, while the indistinguishableness relation
expresses properties of computations that cannot be distinguished by any asynchronous distributed
environment.
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Assume the following in the underlying model of computation:
A1. One process’s readiness for multiparty interaction can be known by another only through com-
munication, and the time it takes two processes to communicate is nonnegligible.
A2. A process decides autonomously when it will attempt an interaction, and at a time that cannot
be predicted in advance.
We show that if a fairness notion violates the criterion, then no deterministic algorithm for multiparty
interaction scheduling can satisfy the fairness notion. For fairness notions that satisfy the criterion,
we also present a general algorithm to implement them in an asynchronous system where processes
communicate exclusively by biparty message passing. Thus, the criterion is sufficient and necessary to
determine the implementability of any given fairness notion. To our knowledge, this is the first such
criterion to appear in the literature.
The main benefit of the proposed criterion is that it reduces reasoning about a complex and concrete
implementation model to reasoning about a simpler and abstract model for process interaction. To
illustrate this, we use the criterion to examine several important fairness notions, including SIF, strong
process fairness (SPF) [4], U-fairness [5], and hyperfairness [6]. We also apply the criterion to analyze
the system structures rendering the impossibility phenomena. This analysis helps us separate, for each
given fairness notion, the set of systems for which the fairness notion can be implemented from those
for which it cannot.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an abstract model for process inter-
action and an implementation model for interaction scheduling. The relation between the two models
is also described. Section 3 presents our criterion and shows that it is necessary and sufficient to deter-
mine the implementability of any given fairness notion. Section 4 exploits properties of implementable
fairness notions derived from the criterion. In Section 5 we use the criterion to examine several fairness
notions that are commonly associated with multiparty interactions. Section 6 discusses related work
and then concludes.
2 PRELIMINARIES
21. An Abstract Model for Process Interaction
An interaction system is a triple IS D (P; I;M), where P is a finite set of processes, I is a finite set of
interactions, and M is a program. Each interaction x involves a fixed set Px µ P of participant processes,
and can be executed by the participants (and only the participants) only if they are all ready for the
interaction. A process is either in an idle state or in a ready state. Initially, all processes are idle. An idle
process p may autonomously become ready, where it is ready for a set p:aim of potential interactions
of which it is a member. After executing one interaction in p:aim, p returns to an idle state; see Fig. 2.
Set p:aim is determined by M based on the history of interactions p has executed. On some occasions
we may consider programs allowing a process to be ready for all interactions of which it is a member
every time when the process is ready for interaction. We use IS D (P; I;M8) to denote an interaction
system associated with this type of programs.
A state s of IS consists of the history of interactions the system has executed so far, and for each
p 2 P, the state (i.e., idle or ready) of p and the set of potential interactions p are ready to execute when
p is in a ready state. We use [s]hist to denote the history of s, [s]p the state of p in s, and [s]p:aim the set
of potential interactions p is ready to execute. We assume that [s]p:aim D ; if [s]p D idle. Moreover,
FIG. 2. The state transition diagram of a process.
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[s]hist;p denotes the sequence of interactions in [s]hist that involve p, i.e., the history of interactions
executed by p. An interaction x is enabled in s iff every process p 2 Px is ready for x , i.e., [s]p D ready
and x 2 [s]p:aim. Let S be the set of all possible states of IS. State transitions are written as s a! s 0,
where s; s 0 2 S, and a is the action whose execution results in the transition. State transitions are of the
following forms:
Ready: s p:I! s 0 iff [s]hist D [s 0]hist, [s]p D idle, [s 0]p D ready, M(p; [s]hist;p) D [s 0]p:aim D I , and
8q 2 P¡ fpg; [s]q D [s 0]q and [s]q:aim D [s 0]q:aim.
That is, the action p:I transits process p from idle to a state ready for the set I of interactions.
Interaction: s x! s 0 iff [s 0]hist D [s]hist ¢ x , 8p 2 Px ; [s]p D ready and x 2 [s]p:aim and [s 0]p D
idle and [s 0]p:aim D ;, and 8q 2 P¡ Px ; [s]q D [s 0]q and [s]q:aim D [s 0]q:aim.
That is, the execution of interaction x transits all participants of x from state ready to idle.
A run … is a sequence of the form
s0
a1! s1 a2! s2 : : : ;
where s0 is the initial state (that is, [s0]hist D † and 8p 2 P; [s0]p D idle and [s0]p:aim D ;), and each
si
aiC1! siC1 is a state transition of the system. (In the paper † denotes the empty sequence such that
for all finite sequence … , …† D †… D … .) In particular, … is complete if it is infinite or it ends up in
a state in which all processes are ready but no interaction is enabled; otherwise, … is partial. We use
run⁄(IS) to denote the set of all finite runs of IS, and run (IS) denotes the set of complete runs. Thus,
run⁄(IS) \ run (IS) is the set of finite complete runs.
Since each run s0
a1! s1 a2! s2 : : : is uniquely determined by the sequence of actions executed in the
run, we often write the run as a1a2 : : : : Conversely, we call a sequence of actions a1a2 : : : a run if it
represents a legal run of IS. It should be noted that when using actions to represent a run, actions are
distinguished by their occurrences. For example, the two p:I ’s in run p:I x p:I x : : : represent different
instances of actions. If necessary, we can use superscripts to distinguish them.
Some comments on our model are given in order. First, by stipulating that p returns to an idle
state after interaction, we have also assumed noninstantaneous readiness as in [4], which means that a
process cannot be immediately ready for interaction after executing some interaction. Thus an interaction
cannot be “continuously” enabled throughout an interval if some process involved in the interaction has
executed an interaction in the interval.
Second, many languages that use interactions in guards (e.g., CSP) allow a choice between local
actions and interactions. That is, a process p ready for interaction may in effect performs some local
action and then returns to an idle state without establishing any interaction with other processes. We
can model this non-uniform choice by dedicating some local interactions involving only p to p. By
including these local interactions in p:aim, p can have a choice between local actions and interactions
in a ready state.
Third, in our model process termination can be expressed by the ready action p:;; that is, p is no
longer willing to engage in any interaction.
Finally, we do not distinguish finite runs which are complete because every process terminates from
those which are complete because the system is deadlocked—some processes are ready to execute an
interaction but no interaction is enabled. Also, unlike finite complete runs, the definition of infinite
runs does not assume “bounded transition time.” So in an infinite run a process may stay idle forever,
and similarly a set of processes may be ready for an interaction indefinitely. We leave the decision whether
such scenarios are allowed or not to be determined explicitly by the underlying fairness notion. Most
systems, however, do impose a very weak fairness notion to exclude the above scenarios. Alternatively,
such a fairness notion can be incorporated directly into the definition of complete runs so that the
bounded transition time assumption is made for both finite and infinite complete runs; for example,
see [7]. On the other hand, the bounded transition time can be removed from finite complete runs by
introducing a null action ‚ into the abstract model so that for every state s, s ‚! s (called a stuttering
step in [2]).
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DEFINITION 2.1. A fairness notion C is a function which, given an interaction system IS, returns a
set of complete runs C(IS) µ run(IS). We say that … is C-valid (C-fair, or simply valid or fair when
the context is clear) if … 2 C(IS).
We assume that actions involving a common participant process in a run are totally ordered by
the ordering the process executes them (which in turn is induced by the semantics of the underlying
program). These total orderings then induce a typical partial order dependency relation on the actions of
a run such that a ` b iff some process executes a before b, or there exists c such that a ` c and c ` b;
see [34]. Two runs … and ‰ are equivalent, denoted by … · ‰, iff for every process p, the sequence of
actions involving p in … is the same as that in ‰. As can be seen, if … · ‰, then one of them can be
obtained from the other by transpositions of independent actions.
For example, consider the following run of the interaction system shown in Fig. 1, and assume that
the system is associated with a program M8:
… D (p1 p3 yp2 p4z)!:
For notational simplicity we overload the notation pi to abbreviate the action pi :I , where I D fx 2
I j pi 2 Px g, i.e., the action that process pi readies all interactions of which it is a member. This
abbreviation will be adopted throughout the paper. Observe that every instance of y in … is independent
of the following action p2. So … is equivalent to the run
(p1 p3 p2 yp4z)!:
Similarly, … is also equivalent to the run
(p2 p4 p1 p3 yz)!:
22. An Implementation Model for Interaction Scheduling
We now consider the implementation of multiparty interactions. By this we mean augmenting each
process in an interaction system with variables and actions, and possibly introducing auxiliary processes
so that each ready process knows when and which interaction to execute.
Formally, a scheduling program for an interaction system IS D (P; I;M) is a sextuple
SPIS D (P; I;M;Aux; fVp : p 2 P [ Auxg; fAp : p 2 P [ Auxg);
with three extra components Aux, fVp : p 2 P[Auxg, and fAp : p 2 P[Auxg. Aux is a set of
processes (possibly empty) that are added to assist the coordination of interactions. To distinguish Aux
from P, we refer to the processes in P as primary and those in Aux as auxiliary. For each p 2 P[
Aux, Vp is the set of variables local to p, and Ap is the set of actions executed by p. We assume that
processes communicate by reliable, FIFO, biparty asynchronous message passing, although our results
in this paper hold as well if communication is by accessing shared variables.
Like the abstract model presented in the previous section, we assume that for each primary process
p, Vp contains a variable p.state which designates whether p is idle or ready, a variable p:aim which
designates the set of potential interactions p is ready to execute, and a variable p:hist which designates
the history of interactions executed by p. Moreover, Vp contains a variable p:commit which designates
the interaction p has committed to execution. Variable p:commit is set only once in each ready state
and is undefined if p is idle. We assume that p can commit to x only when it is ready for x . Moreover, if
some process has committed to x , then all other participants of x will eventually commit to x , and these
commitments should not depend on the state of any other primary process not involved in x . When all
participants have committed to x , an instance of x is executed and then the participants return to their
idle states. Alternatively, p:commit D x may be viewed as that process p has started x .
For every primary process p, actions in Ap can be divided into three types: (1) local actions
and/or communications, (2) transitions from idle to ready, and (3) interactions. Local actions and/or
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communications are of the form
b¾ (Vp); message receptions! f¾ (Vp ¡ fp:state; p:aim; p:histg);message sendings; (1)
where b¾ (Vp) is a Boolean condition on the variables in Vp, f¾ (V ) represents the effect of the execution
to the variables in V , message receptions express the messages to be received, and message sendings
describe the messages to be sent when the action is executed. All four parts are optional. An action can
be executed only if it is enabled, i.e., b¾ (Vp) evaluates to true and the messages specified in the reception
list have arrived. Note that actions of this form respect Assumption A1 (see Section 1) in the sense that
a process obtains state information of another only through message passing, and a message’s sending
and reception must occur in two separate actions; i.e., the communication time is nonnegligible. Note
further that this type of actions are not allowed to alter p:state; p:aim, and p:hist.
Transitions from idle to ready are of the form
p:state D idle! p:state :D ready;
p:aim :D M(p; p:hist);
(2)
f¾ (Vp ¡ fp:state; p:aim; p:histg);
message sendings:
This complies with Assumption A2 in that a process may enter a ready state any time when it is idle. Like
form (1), an action of this form may update local variables and send out messages to other processes,
possibly to inform them of the process’s readiness.
To represent interactions (and state transitions from ready to idle), for each x 2 I of which p is a
participant, Ap contains an action of the form
p:commit D x ! p:state :D idle;
p:aim :D ;;
p:hist :D p:hist ¢ x;
(3)
p:commit :D ?;
f¾ (Vp ¡ fp:state; p:aim; p:hist; p:commitg);
message sendings:
Recall that p:commit D x only when p is ready for x (i.e., x 2 p:aim), and that when p:commit D x ,
every other participant of x will eventually set their commit to x . So when some process has set its
commit to x , all participants of x will eventually execute their actions of this form to establish an inter-
action. To simplify the implementation model, we assume that the actions are executed simultaneously
by the participants of x .2 For otherwise, extra variables are needed to prevent a participant p of x from
“out-running” other participants in executing instances of x ; i.e., to prevent p from committing to x
(and then executing x) several times before the other participants of x have committed to (a particular
instance of) x .
Since auxiliary processes are added only to assist coordination, they have only actions of form (1).
A typical centralized scheduling algorithm, for example, might employ an auxiliary process to collect
state information from primary processes, and to direct them to commit to an interaction it has chosen.
As usual, a state fi of SPIS consists of the values of all variables of the program and the set of messages
that have been sent but have not yet been received. A computation 5 of SPIS is a sequence of the form
fi0
¾1! fi1 ¾2! fi2 : : : ;
2 We remark here that while simultaneous execution of the actions also implies that the participants of x finish x synchronously,
exit synchronization is not necessary for multiparty interaction; see [17, 32].
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where fi0 is an initial state, and each fii¡1
¾i! fii represents a state transition of the program. Like runs,
5 is uniquely determined by the action sequence ¾1¾2 : : : executed in 5 (assuming some fixed initial
state). So we often write 5 as ¾1¾2 : : : : A computation is complete if it is infinite or it ends up in a
state in which no action is enabled for execution; otherwise, the computation is called partial. Since
an idle process can autonomously become ready, in the final state of a finite complete computation all
primary processes must be ready. In particular, if there is an enabled interaction, then the computation
is deadlocked. Unless stated otherwise, we shall consider only scheduling programs that produce no
deadlocked computation.
Like the dependency relation we assumed for our abstract model, we also assume a dependency
relation “`” respecting Lamport’s “happened-before” relation [34] over the set of actions of SPIS. Two
computations5 and9 are equivalent, denoted by5 · 9, iff they differ up to the order of independent
actions.
It should be noted that under the minimal progress assumption [41]—any process with an enabled
action will eventually execute some action—actions of form (2) do not fully respect Assumption A2.
This is because a scheduling program may simply wait until all processes become ready, and then decide
on an interaction for execution. To avoid this, we consider only undelayed scheduling programs where
the establishment of enabled interactions does not depend on idle processes to become ready.
DEFINITION 2.2. A scheduling program SPIS is undelayed iff for every partial computation5, if there
is an interaction enabled in (the last state of) 5, then 5 has a continuation such that some interaction
will be executed and no process makes a ready transition in the interim.
To abstract runs from computations, we introduce the following definitions. Let 5 D ¾1¾2 : : : ¾n : : :
be a computation of SPIS. Suppose that ¾n denotes the execution of some instance of x . Then, prior to
¾n all participants of x must have committed to x (i.e., with their p:commit variables set to x). Let ¾ j
be the first commitment. Then we say that the execution of ¾ j establishes the instance of x . The run
corresponding to 5, denoted by [5]IS, is [¾1]IS[¾2]IS : : : [¾n]IS : : : ;where [¾i ]IS is defined as follows:
1. [¾i ]IS D p:aim if the execution of ¾i results in p’s transition into a state ready for the set aim of
interactions,
2. [¾i ]IS D x if the execution of ¾i establishes an instance of x , and
3. [¾i ]IS D † otherwise.
We say that computation 5 is C-valid (or simply valid or fair when the context is clear) if run [5]IS is
C-valid. The implementability of fairness notions is defined as follows.
DEFINITION 2.3. A fairness notionC is implementable for IS iff there exists an undelayed scheduling
program SPIS such that for every complete computation5 of SPIS, [5]IS 2 C(IS). C is implementable
iff C is implementable for every IS.
Note that the synchronization and mutual exclusion requirements for multiparty interactions have
been assumed by a scheduling program via the use of commit variables in the program.
3 THE CRITERION
The fairness implementability criterion depends on a notion of strong feasibility and an indistinguish-
ableness relation between runs. We begin with strong feasibility.
DEFINITION 3.1. A fairness notionC is strongly feasible for IS D (P; I;M) iff there exists a nonempty
subsetS ofC(IS) such that for every run‰ 2 S and every finite prefix… of‰, the following two conditions
are satisfied:
1. Let s be the last state of … . If p is idle in s, then … ¢ p:M(p; [s]hist;p) can be extended to a run in S.
2. If some interaction is enabled in s, then there exists an interaction x such that … ¢ x can be extended
to a run in S.
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Intuitively, condition 1 together with the fact S 6D ; means that an idle process may become ready
at any time it wishes. Condition 2 means that when some interaction is enabled, there should be a
continuation allowing some interaction to be executed regardless of whether idle processes will become
ready.
Note that we do not require S D C(IS). This is because for a scheduling program SPIS to implement
C, it suffices that every computation of SPIS is valid; there is no need for SPIS to generate all possible
valid computations.3 For example, if both x and y are enabled at the end of a partial run … , and the
fairness notion C permits either one to be continued, then an implementation of C can decide to let one
of the two interactions, say x , as the only continuation. Moreover, let C0 be a fairness notion such that
C0(IS) contains only runs [5]IS, where 5 is a computation of SPIS. Then C0 can also be implemented
by SPIS. Observe that … ¢ x and … ¢ y are partial runs of IS (where … is the above partial computation
which ends up with a state where x and y are both enabled) but … ¢ y does not have a continuation to a
C0-valid run. Therefore, from the implementation’s concern we do not need every partial run of IS be
extended to a valid one. This is the main difference between our feasibility and the notion of feasibility
proposed by Apt et al. [4].
From a more operational standpoint, strong feasibility can be exhibited by an explicit scheduler to
schedule the behavior of the processes. Unlike those used in [4, 40], however, the scheduler here should
only determine for ready processes which interactions to execute; the transitions from idle to ready are
given independently by an adversary to capture the processes’ autonomy in making these transitions.
Thus, a run is the result of a 2-player game between the explicit scheduler and a given adversary. The
following definition is used to realize this.
DEFINITION 3.2. 1. An adversary A for IS is a function which given a run … 2 run⁄(IS) returns
either an empty sequence † or a sequence of actions p1:I1 : : : pk :Ik as the continuation of … such that
… ¢ p1:I1 : : : pk :Ik represents a legal run of IS. Moreover, A(… ) D † only if … is complete or some
interaction is enabled in … (i.e., enabled in the last state of … ).
2. A nonblocking scheduler4 S for IS is a function which given a run … 2 run⁄(IS) returns either †
or an interaction x enabled in … as the continuation of … . Moreover, S(… ) D † only if no interaction is
enabled in … .5
3. The result of the game up to round i is defined by r i (S; A), where
r i (S; A) D
8><>:
†: i D 0
r i¡1(S; A) ¢ A(r i¡1(S; A)): i D 2n ¡ 1; n 2 N
ri¡1(S; A) ¢ S(r i¡1(S; A)): i D 2n; n 2 N :
The run generated by S versus A, denoted by r (S; A), is the result of the game proceeding in maximal
rounds.
Note that r (S; A) must be complete. We say that a nonblocking scheduler S satisfies a fairness notion
C if r (S; A) 2 C(IS) for every adversary A. The following proposition follows directly from the above
definition.
PROPOSITION 3.1. A fairness notionC is strongly feasible for IS iff there exists a nonblocking scheduler
S such that r (S; A) 2 C(IS) for every adversary A.
Thus, to show that C is strongly feasible for IS we need to construct a nonblocking scheduler S such
that r (S; A) 2 C(IS) for every adversary A. Note that by Definition 3.2, a nonblocking scheduler S
must always return an interaction if it is given a run … in which some interaction is enabled. Otherwise,
S versus A would not be able to generate a complete run if A in response refuses to schedule any more
3 In the terminology of [4], we do not require SPIS to be faithful to C.
4 It was referred to as “nonpreemptive scheduler” in [27].
5 For simplicity, we allow S to schedule only one interaction at a time even if there is more than one nonconflicting interaction
enabled. This does not lose any generality because the game allows the adversary in response to suspend idle processes from
becoming ready until all enabled interactions have been disabled.
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process to enter a ready state. This is why the scheduler is termed “nonblocking.” Similarly, A(… ) must
not return an empty sequence when … is partial and contains no enabled interaction, for otherwise no
scheduler S versus A could possibly generate a complete run.
To introduce the indistinguishableness relation, we need an operation of interprocess permutation
and an operation of retraction. Let
… D p1;1:I1;1 : : : p1;k1 :I1;k1 x1 p2;1:I2;1 : : : p2;k2 :I2;k2 x2 : : : ;
where x1; x2; : : : are interactions executed in … . We say that ‰ is obtained from … by an interprocess
permutation if
‰ D q1;1:J1;1 : : : q1;k1 :J1;k1 x1 q2;1:J2;1 : : : q2;k2 :J2;k2 x2 : : :
such that for each i > 0, qi;1:Ji;1; : : : ; qi;ki :Ji;ki is a permutation of pi;1: Ii;1; : : : ; pi;ki : Ii;ki . Furthermore,
ˆ is obtained from … by a retraction if
ˆ D p1;1:I1;1 : : : p1;k1 :I1;k1 p2;1:I2;1 : : : p2;h2 :I2;h2 x1
p2;h2C1:I2;h2C1 : : : p2;k2 :I2;k2 p3;1:I3;1 : : : p3;h3 :I3;h3 x2
p3;h3C1:I3;h3C1 : : : p3;k3 :I3;k3 p4;1:I4;1 : : : p4;h4 :I4;h4 x3 : : :
such that for each i > 1, pi;1; : : : ; pi;hi 62 Pxi¡1 . That is, ˆ is obtained from … by moving, for each
i > 0, some initial sequence (possibly empty) pi;1:Ii;1; : : : ; pi;hi :Ii;hi of pi;1:Ii;1 : : : pi;ki :Ii;ki forward
just before xi¡1, and the processes pi;1; : : : ; pi;hi whose ready transitions are moved must not be involved
in xi¡1.
DEFINITION 3.3. A run ‰ is indistinguishable from … , denoted by ‰ V … , iff ‰ can be obtained from
… by an interprocess permutation followed by a retraction. The set of runs that are indistinguishable
from … is denoted by indistinct(… ).
Note that since a run … can be obtained from itself by an interprocess permutation and by a retraction,
both operations in the above definition can be considered as optional. As a result, … 2 indistinct(… ).
To illustrate, consider the four runs
…1 D (p1 p2x12 p3 p4x34)!
…2 D (p1 p2 p3 p4x12x34)!
…3 D (p3 p4 p1 p2x12x34)!
…4 D (p2 p1 p4 p3x12x34)!;
where Px12 D fp1; p2g and Px34 D fp3; p4g. In this example, …2 V…1 because …2 can be obtained
from …1 by moving each occurrence of p3 p4 ahead of x12. Also, …3 V…2 because …3 differs from …2
only in the permutation of p1 p2 p3 p4. Note that …1 V/ …2 and …3 V/ …1. So the indistinguishableness
relation is neither symmetric nor transitive. Moreover, …4 V…1 because …1 can be transformed into
(p2 p1x12 p4 p3x34)! by an interprocess permutation, which in turn can be transformed into …4 by a
retraction.
Observe that if ‰V… then the two runs must be equivalent. The converse may not necessarily hold,
however. This can be illustrated by the above example where …1 and …3 are equivalent but they are not
indistinguishable from each other. Thus, indistinguishableness is strictly stronger than the equivalence
relation defined earlier by permuting independent actions.
The fairness implementability criterion is defined as follows.
DEFINITION 3.4. A fairness notion C on IS satisfies the fairness implementability criterion iff there
exists a nonblocking scheduler S such that indistinct(r (S; A)) µ C(IS) for every adversary A of IS.
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We first provide some intuition behind the criterion. Clearly, any implementation of a fairness notion
C for a system ISmust implicitly assume some scheduling policy to decide which action to execute so as
to meet the requirement of the fairness notion. Given Assumption A2 that a process can autonomously
make a transition into a ready state, the scheduling policy has no control at all on when a process will
make a ready transition. Furthermore, when some interaction has been enabled, the scheduling policy
must decide on an interaction for execution, regardless of whether idle processes will become ready
or not. This is exactly what is captured by the notion of strong feasibility: the nonblocking scheduler
abstracts the scheduling policy, while the adversary stands for the processes to decide when they will
make a ready transition. So strong feasibility is a necessary condition for the implementability criterion.
Moreover, any coordinator process that is to implement this scheduling policy must first obtain its
knowledge of the global state. Recall Assumption A1 that a process’s state cannot be instantly observed
by another process. So by A1 and A2, it is clear that when the coordinator has locally observed a sequence
of actions p1:I1 p2:I2 : : : pk :Ik , the coordinator may not be able to tell the real execution sequence of
them. Hence if the coordinator decides to schedule an interaction based on this observation, then the
fairness notion should be general enough to consider all other runs that differ from the coordinator’s
observation only in the ordering of these ready actions as valid. Otherwise, the coordinator cannot
correctly implement the fairness notion. Furthermore, when a coordinator learns that some process is
idle, this knowledge must be based on some (direct or indirect) communication between the coordinator
and the process. By A1 communication takes nonnegligible time. So the information about the process’s
idleness may be obsolete when it arrives at the coordinator because, by A2, the process can make a
ready transition while the information is being delivered. As a result, when the coordinator decides on an
interaction, the fairness notion should also allow this decision even if the ready transition actually occurs
before the coordinator makes its decision. The type of runs for which a coordinator cannot distinguish
from its observation are formally captured by the indistinguishableness relation amongst runs.
The limitations of the coordinators mean that although a coordinator’s observation causes it to generate
a run… , the coordinator cannot tell whether… or‰ is the run that actually occurs for any‰ 2 indistinct(… ).
Clearly, … is the result of the underlying scheduling policy (i.e., a nonblocking scheduler S “simulated”
by the coordinator) versus a specific behavior of the processes (i.e., a specific adversary A). As the
scheduling policy must also work for all other possible behaviors of the processes, we therefore have
that for every possible adversary A of IS, all runs in indistinct(r (S; A)) must satisfy C. This is how the
fairness implementability criterion is obtained.
We now formally prove that the criterion is sufficient and necessary to guarantee C’s implemen-
tability.
THEOREM 3.2. A fairness notion C on IS D (P; I;M) is implementable iff there exists a nonblocking
scheduler S such that indistinct(r (S; A)) µ C(IS) for every adversary A of IS.
Proof of the only-if direction. Suppose SPIS is an undelayed scheduling program satisfying C.
We present a nonblocking scheduler S by defining, given any adversary A, the partial run r i (S; A)
generated by S versus A for each i ‚ 0. Concomitantly, we construct a partial computation ci (S; A) of
SPIS satisfying the following requirements:
R1. r i (S; A) D [ci (S; A)]IS.
R2. For all ˆ 2 indistinct(r i (S; A)) there exists a partial computation 9, 9 · ci (S; A), such that
ˆ D [9]IS.
R1 ensures that for every complete run … generated by S there is a computation5 of SPIS such that
[5]IS D … . Since SPIS satisfies C, … 2 C(IS). Moreover, R2 ensures that indistinct(… ) µ C(IS). Thus,
the only-if direction of the theorem is established.
The construction of r i (S; A) and ci (S; A) is as follows:
Case 0. i D 0: r0(S; A) D c0(S; A) D †.
Case 1. i D 2n ¡ 1; n > 0:
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Case 1.1. A(r i¡1(S; A)) D †:
r i (S; A) D r i¡1(S; A); and ci (S; A) D ci¡1(S; A):
Case 1.2. A(r i¡1(S; A)) D p1:I1 : : : pk :Ik; k ‚ 1:
r i (S; A) D r i¡1(S; A) ¢ p1:I1 : : : pk :Ik; and ci (S; A) D ci¡1(S; A) ¢ p1:I1 : : : pk :Ik :
Note that for notational simplicity, here we also use pi :Ii to denote the action of SPIS corresponding to
process pi ’s transition into a state ready for the set Ii of interactions.
Case 2. i D 2n; n > 0:
Case 2.1. No interaction is enabled in r i¡1(S; A):
r i (S; A) D r i¡1(S; A); and ci (S; A) D ci¡1(S; A):
Case 2.2. Some interaction is enabled in r i¡1(S; A): Let ¾1 : : : ¾ j be a continuation of
ci¡1(S; A) such that the execution of ¾ j causes some process to commit to an interaction, say x , and in
the interim no primary process makes a ready transition. Since some process has committed to x , by the
assumption on SPIS, ci¡1(S; A) ¢ ¾1 : : : ¾ j can be extended further to ci¡1(S; A) ¢ ¾1 : : : ¾ j¾ jC1 : : : ¾ jCk
such that all other participants of x will also commit to x , and no primary process other than the
participants of x is involved in the computation ¾ jC1 : : : ¾ jCk . Moreover, since after ¾ jCk all participants
of x have committed to x , an instance of x can be executed. Let¾ jCkC1 denote the action of this execution.
Then,
r i (S; A) D r i¡1(S; A) ¢ x and ci (S; A) D ci¡1(S; A) ¢ ¾1 : : : ¾ jCk¾ jCkC1:
To complete the proof of the only-if direction we shall show that for all i ‚ 0 the following conditions
hold:
(i) r i (S; A) represents a legal run.
(ii) If some interaction is enabled in r i¡1(S; A), where i D 2n for some n > 0, then r i (S; A) D
r i¡1(S; A) ¢ x for some x 2 I.
(iii) ci (S; A) represents a legal computation of SPIS.
(iv) let x be the last interaction executed in ci (S; A), and let ¾l denote the execution of x . Let ¾ j be
the action that establishes this instance of x . Then no primary process other than the participants of x
is involved in the computation from ¾ j to ¾l .
(v) R1 holds; that is, r i (S; A) D [ci (S; A)]IS.
(vi) R2 holds; that is, for all ˆ 2 indistinct(r i (S; A)), there exists a partial computation 9, 9 ·
ci (S; A), such that ˆ D [9]IS.
The first two conditions ensure that S is nonblocking; together with the third condition they ensure that
the construction results in legal runs and legal computations. The last two conditions guarantee R1 and
R2. Condition (iv) is used to help assert condition (vi).
We prove the above six conditions by induction on i . It is easy to see that the six conditions hold for
i D 0. Assume the induction hypothesis that they hold up to i D m ¡ 1, m ‚ 1. To show that they hold
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for i D m, we can divide the problem into four cases based on the construction of r i (S; A) and ci (S; A):
(1) m D 2n ¡ 1, n > 0:
(1.1) A(rm¡1(S; A)) D †,
(1.2) A(rm¡1(S; A)) D p1:I1 : : : pk :Ik , k ‚ 1.
(2) m D 2n, n > 0:
(2.1) no interaction is enabled in rm¡1(S; A)
(2.2) some interaction is enabled in rm¡1(S; A)
For case (1.1), since by the construction we have rm(S; A) D rm¡1(S; A) and cm(S; A) D cm¡1(S; A),
the induction hypothesis, together with the fact that condition (ii) holds vacuously because m D 2n¡1,
implies that the six conditions hold for this case as well.
For case (1.2), by the construction we have rm(S; A) D rm¡1(S; A) ¢ p1:I1 : : : pk :Ik , and cm(S; A) D
cm¡1(S; A) ¢ p1:I1 : : : pk :Ik . Since A is an adversary for IS, by definition, rm(S; A) must be a legal run
of IS (given the induction hypothesis that rm¡1(S; A) is a legal run of IS). In particular, p1; : : : ; pk
must be idle in cm¡1(S; A), and so they are eligible to make their ready transitions after the partial
computation cm¡1(S; A). So conditions (i) and (iii) are satisfied. Condition (ii) is satisfied vacuously
because m D 2n ¡ 1. Since only ready transitions are added to rm¡1(S; A), condition (iv) follows
directly from the induction hypothesis. It is also easy to see that the construction guarantees condition
(v). So it remains to show that condition (vi) is satisfied for this case.
Let ˆ be a run in indistinct(rm(S; A)). By definition, ˆ is obtained from rm¡1(S; A) ¢ p1:I1 : : : pk :Ik
by an interprocess permutation followed by a retraction. There are three cases to consider:
† The operations of interprocess permutation and retraction do not involve any of the new ready
transitions p1:I1; : : : ; pk :Ik .
† Only the operation of interprocess permutation involves the ready transitions p1:I1; : : : ; pk :Ik .
† Otherwise; i.e., the operation of retraction involves the ready transitions p1:I1; : : : ; pk :Ik .
We shall consider here only the last case; the other two cases can be treated analogously (but simpler).
In the last case rm¡1(S; A) must contain some interaction, for otherwise the operation of retraction would
be meaningless. Let x be the last interaction executed in rm¡1(S; A). Then either (a) rm¡1(S; A) D ˆ 0 ¢x
or (b) rm¡1(S; A) D ˆ 0 ¢ x ¢ p01:I 01 : : : p0g:I 0g . Again, we shall consider only the latter case; the former
case can be treated analogously.
We first note that the set of processes fp01; : : : ; p0gg must be disjoint with fp1; : : : ; pkg, and ˆ 0 ¢ x D
r l(S; A) for some l < m. Since ˆ 2 indistinct(rm(S; A)), ˆ can be written as ˆ 00 ¢ q1:J1 : : : qh :Jh ¢ x ¢
qhC1:JhC1 : : : qgCk :JgCk such that q1:J1; : : : ; qgCk :JgCk is a permutation of p01:I 01; : : : ; p0g:I 0g; p1:I1; : : : ;
pk :Ik , and x does not involve q1; : : : ; qh . Clearly,ˆ 00 ¢x 2 indistinct(ˆ 0 ¢x). Given thatˆ 0 ¢x D rl(S; A),
by conditions (iv) and (v) of the induction hypothesis, there exists some partial computation 0 of SPIS
such that cl(S; A) D 0 ¢ ¾1 : : : ¾ f ¾ fC1, where¾1 establishes an instance of x , the execution of subsequent
actions ¾2; : : : ; ¾ f causes every participant of x to commit to x , and ¾ fC1 corresponds to the execution
of x . Note that no primary process other than that of Px is involved in these actions ¾1; : : : ; ¾ fC1. Also,
by the construction, cm(S; A) D 0 ¢ ¾1 : : : ¾ f ¾ fC1 p01:I 01 : : : p0g:I 0g; p1:I1 : : : ; pk :Ik . By condition (vi)
of the induction hypothesis, there exists 9 0 such that 9 0 · cl(S; A) and ˆ 00 ¢ x D [9 0]IS. Given that
cl(S; A) D 0 ¢ ¾1 : : : ¾ f ¾ fC1, there exists some 00 such that 00 · 0, 9 0 D 00 ¢ ¾1 : : : ¾ f ¾ fC1, and
ˆ 00 ¢ x D [00 ¢ ¾1 : : : ¾ f ¾ fC1]IS. So 00 ¢ ¾1 : : : ¾ f ¾ fC1 ¢ q1:J1 : : : : : : qh :Jh ¢ qhC1:JhC1 : : : qgCk :JgCk must
also be a legal computation and is equivalent to cm(S; A). Moreover, since the actions ¾1; : : : ; ¾ f ; ¾ fC1
involve only primary processes in Px , and since x does not involve q1; : : : ; qh , the computation 9 D
00 ¢ q1:J1 : : : qh :Jh ¢ ¾1 : : : ¾ f ¾ fC1 ¢ qhC1:JhC1 : : : qgCk :JgCk is still legal and equivalent to cm(S; A). It
is easy to see that ˆ D ˆ 00 ¢ q1:J1 : : : qh :Jh ¢ x ¢ qhC1:JhC1 : : : qgCk :JgCk D [9]IS. So condition (vi) is
satisfied. This completes the proof of case 1.2.
For case (2.1), we have rm(S; A) D rm¡1(S; A) and cm(S; A) D cm¡1(S; A). The induction hypothesis
together with the fact that condition (ii) holds vacuously because no interaction is enabled in rm¡1(S; A)
implies that the six conditions hold for this case.
For case (2.2), since by condition (v) of the induction hypothesis rm¡1(S; A) D [cm¡1(S; A)]IS, if
some interaction is enabled in rm¡1(S; A), then it must also be enabled in cm¡1(S; A). Moreover, since
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SPIS is undelayed, if some interaction is enabled in cm¡1(S; A), then cm¡1(S; A) has a continuation
¾1 : : : ¾ j (possibly more than one) such that the execution of ¾ j causes some process to commit to
an interaction. So the construction of cm(S; A) from cm¡1(S; A) guarantees that cm(S; A) is a legal
computation of SPIS. Likewise, rm(S; A) is also a legal run of IS. So conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are
satisfied for this case. It is also easy to see that the construction of rm(S; A) and cm(S; A) guarantees
conditions (iv) and (v). For condition (vi), observe that if ˆ 2 indistinct(rm(S; A)), then the operations
of interprocess permutation and retraction to transform rm(S; A) D rm¡1(S; A) ¢x toˆ must not involve
x . So ˆ can be written as ˆ 0 ¢ x such that ˆ 0 2 indistinct(rm¡1(S; A)). The induction hypothesis then
implies that condition (vi) holds for this case as well.
This completes the proof of the only-if direction.
Proof of the if-direction. Suppose there exists a nonblocking scheduler S such that for every adver-
sary A, indistinct(r (S; A)) µ C(IS). We present an undelayed scheduling program Simulate(S) which
employs a coordinator to simulate the behavior of S (see Fig. 3). Like S, the coordinator proceeds in
rounds. In each round, it first waits for idle processes to inform it of their readiness. Each process p is
required to send a message Ready(p; I ) to the coordinator when it makes a ready transition p:I .
When the coordinator learns that some interaction has been enabled, it initiates a querying procedure,
attempting to confirm if the other processes which have not yet informed the coordinator of their
readiness are indeed idle. To do so, the coordinator sends a query message to each of them and waits
for the response. The querying procedure terminates if every queried process replies a message idle to
the query indicating that the process was idle when it received the query. If some process responds with
Ready(p; I ), then the coordinator has to reinitiate a querying procedure. Note that if a new querying
procedure is necessary, then the number of processes that are idle (to the coordinator’s knowledge) must
be decreased by at least one. Since the total number of processes in the system is finite, eventually no
more querying procedure will be needed.
When the coordinator has finished its querying procedures, it determines an interaction for execution
by simulating the scheduling of S. Let Ready(pi;1; Ii;1), : : : , Ready(pi;k; Ii;ki ) be the sequence of ready
messages the coordinator receives in this round. Then, in the simulation the coordinator assumes that
the adversary A provides the sequence of ready transitions pi;1:Ii;1 : : : pi;ki :Ii;ki to S. Let xi be the
interaction chosen by S. Then the coordinator finishes this round by sending a message Commit(xi )
to inform each process in Pxi to execute xi . The commit messages are acknowledged by the receivers.
Note that if some interaction is enabled, then S (and thus the coordinator) must schedule an interaction
for execution because S is nonblocking. So Simulate(S) is undelayed.
It is easy to see that the algorithm presented in Fig. 3 complies with the restrictions of the implemen-
tation model described in Section 2.2.
To show thatC is implemented by Simulate(S), we need to show [5]IS 2 C(IS) for every computation
5 of Simulate(S). Recall that for each 5, the coordinator of Simulate(S) has assumed an adversary A
with which S is playing. Let r (S; A) be the complete run generated by S versus A. We shall show that
[5]IS 2 indistinct(r (S; A)). Since indistinct(r (S; A)) µ C(IS), we have that [5]IS 2 C(IS).
We begin by defining a mapping ¾ from actions in r (S; A) to actions in5. Recall that the coordinator
appends a ready transition p:I to some prefix ‰ of r (S; A) if, and only if, it has received a message
Ready(p; I ) from p. Process p sends this message because it has made a ready transition in SPIS.
We use ¾ (p:I ) to denote this ready transition. Moreover, the coordinator appends an interaction x to
some prefix ‰ of r (S; A) because S(‰) D x . To actually schedule x , the coordinator sends a message
Commit(x) to each participant of x . Each participant, upon receiving the commit message, will set its
variable commit to x . Let ¾ (x) denote the first reception of the commit messages. By definition of [5]IS,
only the actions in 5 which can be mapped from the actions in r (S; A) are relevant to the projection
from 5 to [5]IS. Note that the mapping ¾ preserves the dependency relation of the actions in r (S; A)
in the sense that if a ` b then ¾ (a) ` ¾ (b) in 5.
We claim that Simulate(S) guarantees the following conditions:
C1. The sequence of interactions executed in [5]IS is the same as the sequence of interactions
executed in r (S; A).
C2. Let a be a ready transition in r (S; A), and assume that a occurs between two interactions x1 and
x2 in r (S; A). Furthermore, let b be the action just before x1. Then the four actions ¾ (b); ¾ (a); ¾ (x1),
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FIG. 3. The scheduling program Simulate(S).
and ¾ (x2) have the dependency relations
¾ (b) ` ¾ (a) and ¾ (a) ` ¾ (x2):
Note that if there is no x1 (because a belongs to the initial ready transitions of r (S; A)), then, of course,
only the relation ¾ (a) ` ¾ (x2) will be considered. Similarly, if there is no x2 (because r (S; A) is a finite
complete run), then only ¾ (b) ` ¾ (a) will be considered.
It can be seen that C1, C2, and the fact that actions in 5 respect the dependency relation in r (S; A)
ensure that [5]IS 2 indistinct(r (S; A)).
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To see C1, let x1 and x2 be any two interactions in r (S; A), and assume that x1 occurs before x2.
Consider the actions in 5. By the scheduling program, when the coordinator decides to schedule x1,
it will send commit messages to every participant of x1 and wait for the acknowledgments. So every
participant of x1 must have received the commit message before the coordinator wishes to schedule x2.
So the action ¾ (x1) must occur causally before ¾ (x2).6
To see C2, let a be a ready transition in r (S; A) and assume that a D p:I . Consider first that some
interaction occurs before a, and let x1 be the latest interaction. Let b be the action just before x1. Observe
that the coordinator adds a to r (S; A) because p has made a ready transition and has sent a message
Ready(p; I ) to the coordinator. (In the algorithm each ready transition is associated with a unique ready
message.) Since x1 occurs before a, the ready message is received after the coordinator decides to
schedule x1. That is, the coordinator considers p as idle just before it decides to schedule x1. However,
before the coordinator decides to schedule x1, it must have completed a querying procedure to make
sure that every process to which it considers as idle has replied an idle message to its query. So between
the two actions ¾ (b) and ¾ (x1) in 5, the coordinator has sent a query message to p and p has replied
idle to the query. This means that action ¾ (a) whose execution resulting in the ready transition a must
occur causally after ¾ (b); that is, ¾ (b) ` ¾ (a).
Consider next that some interaction occurs after a, and let x2 be the first such interaction. Then, it is
clear that action ¾ (a) must occur causally before the coordinator receives the corresponding message
Ready(p; I ), and the reception must occur causally before the coordinator issues a commit message to
any member of x2. So ¾ (a) ` ¾ (x2).
This completes the if-direction of the proof.
We note that the above proof does not rely on how long it takes to deliver a message. Thus, the
theorem holds as well if the transmission delay is finitely bounded.
4 PROPERTIES OF IMPLEMENTABLE FAIRNESS NOTIONS
In this section we provide some useful lemmas derived from the fairness implementability criterion.
Recall from Section 3 that if ‰V… , then ‰ and … must be equivalent. If equivalent runs are either all
valid or all invalid, then indistinct(… ) contains either all valid runs or all invalid runs. Therefore, if the
fairness notion in consideration is also strongly feasible, then by Theorem 3.2 it must be implementable.
We thus have the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.1. If C is strongly feasible and equivalence-robust for IS, then C is implementable for IS.
Clearly, the above lemma does not rule out the possibility of a non-equivalence-robust (but strongly
feasible) fairness notion being implementable. Similarly, a fairness notionCmay still be implementable
even if C(IS) contains some … such that indistinct(… ) 6µ C(IS). The crux is to find a nonblocking
scheduler S that can avoid generating “odd” runs like … whose indistinct(… ) contains an invalid run.
(Notice the existential quantifier in Theorem 3.2.) Section 5.3 presents an example for this.
However, there are runs that cannot be avoided by any nonblocking scheduler. So if these runs happen
to be “odd,” then the fairness notion in question is not possible. Singular runs, as defined below, are an
example of runs that must be generated by every nonblocking scheduler.
DEFINITION 4.1. A run … is singular iff in every state of the run at most one interaction is enabled.
If a nonblocking scheduler faces a situation in which only one interaction is enabled, then by definition
the scheduler must select it for execution. So every nonblocking scheduler for IS must generate all
singular runs of IS.
LEMMA 4.2. If … 2 run(IS) is singular, then for every nonblocking scheduler S of IS, there exists an
adversary A such that … D r (S; A).
Proof. The singular run … itself expresses the behavior of the adversary: Let … be
a1;1 : : : a1;n1 x1a2;1 : : : a2;n2 x2 : : : ;
6 It can be seen that the order of interactions in r (S; A) can still be preserved in5 even if only one participant of every scheduled
interaction needs to acknowledge the coordinator’s commit messages.
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where each ai;1 : : : ai;ni denotes a sequence of ready transitions and xi denotes interaction execution.
In round i the adversary schedules the sequence ai;1 : : : ai;ni . Since only xi is enabled at this point, the
scheduler in turn must schedule xi for execution. Hence, S versus A generates exactly the run.
Therefore, ifC treats some run indistinguishable from a singular run as invalid, then by Theorem 3.2,
Cmust not be implementable. This is stated in the following lemma and, as we shall see in the following
section, is very useful in proving the unimplementability of fairness notions.
LEMMA 4.3. If there exists a singular run … 2 run(IS) such that indistinct(… ) 6µ C(IS), then C is
not implementable for IS.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, every nonblocking scheduler for IS must generate … . However, since
indistinct(… ) 6µ C(IS), by Theorem 3.2, therefore, no undelayed scheduling program for IS can sa-
tisfy C.
5 APPLICATIONS OF THE CRITERION
In this section we use the proposed criterion to examine several fairness notions that are typically
associated with multiparty interactions. In particular, if a fairness notion is not implementable, we wish
to identify the system structure that renders the impossibility phenomenon. For this, we shall consider
interaction systems whose programs are of type M8. The fairness notions to be examined include strong
interaction fairness (SIF), strong process fairness (SPF), weak process fairness (WPF), U-fairness [5],
and hyperfairness [6].
51. Strong Interaction Fairness
Recall that SIF requires an interaction that is enabled infinitely often to be executed infinitely often.
Using Lemma 4.3, we can establish an impossibility result for SIF. For intuition, define permute(… ) to
be the set of runs that can be obtained from … by an interprocess permutation. Clearly, if … satisfies SIF,
then all runs in permute(… ) satisfy SIF. Therefore, if … satisfies SIF but some run indistinguishable from
… does not, then there must exist some … 0 2 permute(… ) such that … 0 contains infinitely many sequences
of the form
yq1q2 : : : qk;
where k ‚ 1, q1; q2; : : : qk 62 Py , such that moving q1q2 : : : qk forward ahead of y (i.e., deferring y
until qk) causes some interaction x , which has been enabled only a finite number of times in … 0, to be
enabled immediately before y is executed. So Px \ Py 6D ; and fq1; q2; : : : ; qkg \ Px 6D ;. Given that
q1; q2; : : : qk 62 Py , we have Px ¡ Py 6D ;.
When two sequences of the form yq1q2 : : : qk : : : are placed next to each other, the resulting sequence
yq1q2 : : : qk : : : yq1q2 : : : qk : : : now contains a subsequence q1q2 : : : qk : : : y. Hence x is immediately
enabled before y is executed, unless a third interaction z is placed in between q1q2 : : : qk and y. Given
that x is enabled only a finite number of times, such an interaction exists, and (Px ¡ Py)\ Pz 6D ;; that
is, Px \ Pz 6µ Py (which subsumes the previous condition that Px ¡ Py 6D ;). Let z be the first such
interaction that is executed after the sequence yq1q2 : : : qk .
Taking z into account, … 0 contains infinitely many sequences of the form yq1q2 : : : qk : : : z : : : . Since
prior to the execution of z all processes in Px ¡ Py are ready, Px \ Py cannot be all ready before
z is executed. Otherwise, x would be enabled immediately before z is executed, and so would be
enabled infinitely often throughout … 0. So Px \ Py 6µ Pz (which subsumes the previous condition that
Px \ Py 6D ;).7
Hence, if the interaction structure of the underlying system can satisfy the above conditions and a run
like … is inevitable (e.g., … is singular) to every nonblocking scheduler, then SIF will be impossible for
the system. Indeed, such a setting is possible, as can be illustrated by the system ISD (P; I;M8), where
I has the structure as depicted in Fig. 4c. Let … D (p1 p3 yp2 p4z)! and ‰ D (p1 p3 p2 yp4z)!. Then, …
7 It should be noted that the condition Px \ Py 6µ Pz is obtained only because the definition of M8 lets all processes in Px \ Py
be ready to execute x whenever they are ready.
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FIG. 4. Interaction structures for which SIF is not possible.
satisfies SIF and is singular, and ‰V… . However, ‰ does not satisfy SIF because x is enabled each time
p2 is ready but x is never executed. So by Lemma 4.3 SIF is not possible for the system. The following
theorem characterizes the interaction structure for which SIF is not possible.
THEOREM 5.1. Let ISD (P; I;M8). Assume 9 x; y; z;2 I; Px \ Py 6µ Pz and Px \ Pz 6µ Py. Then SIF
cannot be implemented for IS.
Proof. Let S be a nonblocking scheduler S for IS that satisfies SIF. We present an adversary A
such that some run in indistinct(r (S; A)) does not satisfy SIF. By Theorem 3.2, therefore, there is no
scheduling program for IS satisfying SIF. A behaves as follows.
1. Initially, A schedules all processes in (Px ¡ Pz)[ Py to enter a ready state. (The order of the state
transitions is rather arbitrary.) By the definition of M8, y is enabled (and possibly some others, too)
but x is not due to the lack of some process in Px \ Pz ¡ Py . (Note that Px \ Pz ¡ Py 6D ; because
Px \ Pz 6µ Py .)
2. A’s subsequent behavior then depends on S’s reaction.
2.1. If S selects y for execution, then A in turn schedules the processes in Pz to enter a ready
state. So z becomes enabled, but still x is disabled due to the lack of some process in Px \ Py ¡ Pz .
2.1.1. If S next selects z for execution, then A schedules the processes in Py to become ready
and waits for S’s response. Note that at this point y is enabled again, but still x is disabled due to the
lack of some process in Px \ Pz ¡ Py . The following behavior of A is the same as the beginning of
Step 2.
2.1.2. If, however, S selects some interaction v instead of z, then A in response schedules the
processes in Pv to be ready again so that z is enabled in S’s next turn. If subsequently z is chosen by S,
then A schedules the processes in Py to enter a ready state as described in 2.1.1. Otherwise, A continues
to schedule the set of processes for which S has just selected for interaction to enter a ready state. Note
that in this tournament z will eventually be chosen because S satisfies SIF. Moreover, x remains disabled
due to the lack of some process in Px \ Py ¡ Pz .
2.2. If S selects some other interaction u instead of y, then A in response schedules the processes
in Pu to become ready so that y is enabled again in S’s next turn. If y is finally chosen by S, then
A behaves as that described in step 2.1. Otherwise, A continues to schedule the set of processes for
which S has just selected for interaction to become ready. As discussed above, in this tournament y will
eventually be selected because S satisfies SIF. Also, x remains disabled due to the lack of some process
in Px \ Pz ¡ Py .
Therefore, S versus A must generate a run in which y is executed infinitely often because y is enabled
infinitely often. However, x is never executed because it is never enabled. Furthermore, right before
each instance of y is executed the processes in (Px ¡ Pz) [ Py are ready, and when y is executed the
processes in Pz immediately become ready. Consider the run ‰ obtained from r (S; A) by deferring
each execution of y until the processes in Pz ¡ Py become ready. Clearly, ‰V r (S; A). Moreover, each
deferment causes x to be enabled right before y is executed. So x is enabled infinitely often in ‰. Since
x is never executed, ‰ does not satisfy SIF.
According to the above theorem, if interactions can involve only a single process, then the smallest
system for which SIF is not possible consists of only two processes p1 and p2 and three interactions x ,
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FIG. 5. Interaction structures for which SIF is possible.
y, and z such that Py D fp1g, Pz D fp2g, and Px D fp1; p2g (see Fig. 4a). Otherwise, the one shown
in Fig. 4b would be the smallest. In either case, SIF is not possible for both biparty and multiparty
interactions.
Conversely, SIF can be implemented for systems where either no two interactions y and z conflict
with a third interaction x , or if they do then it must be the case that Py \ Px µ Pz or Pz \ Px µ Py (see
Fig. 5 for some examples).
THEOREM 5.2. Let ISD (P; I;M8). Assume (1) jIj • 2 or (2) 8x; y; z 2 I, if Px \ Py 6D ; and
Px \ Pz 6D ;; then either Px \ Py µ Pz or Px \ Pz µ Py. Then SIF can be implemented for IS.
Proof. We present a nonblocking scheduler S satisfying SIF in Fig. 6. (Note that this implies that
SIF is strongly feasible.) The scheduler is based on the schedulers presented in [4, 40], except that we
do not need the function of random assignments that renders the scheduler’s behavior nondeterministic.
For each interaction x , the scheduler S associates with x a unique id and maintains a variable x .count
(initialized to zero) recording the number of rounds in which x is enabled but is not selected for execution.
Then, in each round S increments the count variable of each enabled interaction by one. The enabled
interaction with the largest count is selected for execution, and its count is reset to zero. Tie is broken
by, say, selecting the one with the largest interaction id.
We claim that for any given adversary A, the scheduler guarantees the following assertion at the end
of every round:
INV D 8 0 • k • jIj; jfx 2 I j x :count ‚ kgj • jIj ¡ k:
The assertion implies that for every x 2 I, x :count • jIj, which then implies that r (S; A) satisfies SIF.
It is easy to see that INV holds initially as x :count is initialized to 0. Assume that INV holds at the end
of round i . By contradiction, if INV does not hold at the end of round i C 1, then there must exist some
k, k ‚ 1, such that jfx 2 I j x :count ‚ kgj ‚ jIj ¡ k C 1. Let Z D fx 2 I j x :count ‚ kg be the set of
interactions whose counts are at least k at the end of round i C 1. By the definition of S, for each x 2 Z ,
x :count ‚ k¡1 at the end of round i . Therefore, there are at least jZ j interactions having counts at least
k ¡ 1 at the end of round i . By the induction hypothesis, however, at most jIj ¡ k C 1 interactions can
have their counts greater than or equal to k ¡ 1; that is, jZ j • jIj ¡ k C 1. So jZ j D jIj ¡ k C 1, and the
set of interactions whose counts are at least k ¡ 1 at the end of round i is equal to Z . Since INV holds
at the end of round i but not at the end of round i C 1, there must exist some interaction y 2 Z such
that y:count has been changed in round i C 1. This means that y is enabled prior to round i C 1. By the
definition of S, some interaction will be chosen for execution, and the interaction (say y0) must be in
Z . Once y0 is executed its count is reset to 0. However, this contradicts the fact that y0:count ‚ k > 0
at the end of round i C 1.
FIG. 6. A nonblocking scheduler for SIF.
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We now show that if the interaction structure of IS satisfies the conditions stated in the theorem,
then for every adversary A all runs in indistinct(r (S; A)) must satisfy SIF. By Theorem 3.2, there is a
scheduling program for IS satisfying SIF. Suppose otherwise some run in indistinct(r (S; A)) does not
satisfy SIF. Then, by the discussion presented in the beginning of this section, there must exist three
interactions x; y, and z such that Px \ Pz 6µ Py and Px \ Py 6µ Pz . This then contradicts the assumption
imposed on the structure of I.
In the above we assumed that the programs of interaction systems are of type M8. One would also
be interested to know, given any ISD (P; I;M) where M is not limited to type M8, whether SIF is
implementable for IS. In this case, the implementability is determined not only by the structure of I
but also by the condition whether the semantics of M allows the interactions to be enabled as required
so as to intrigue against SIF. So the structure of I presented in Theorem 5.1 becomes only a necessary
condition for the unimplementability. It should be noted again that when a process does not need to be
ready for all interactions of which it is a member at a time, then the condition Px \ Py 6µ Pz may be
lifted from Theorem 5.1. That is, we only require I to contain three interactions x; y, and z such that
Px \ Py 6D ; and Px \ Pz 6µ Py . This can be seen from the discussion in the beginning of this section
and from the following example: Let ISD (fp1; p2g; fx; y; zg;M) be an interaction system such that
Px D Pz D fp1; p2g, Py D fp1g, and M behaves as follows:
p1 :: ⁄[x ! skip p2 :: ⁄[x ! skip
2 y ! z] 2 z! skip]
Here we use the CSP notion ⁄[¢ ¢ ¢] to represent a repetitive command. Then run(IS) contains a run
… D (p1 yp1:fzgp2z)! satisfying SIF. Since … is singular and indistinct(… ) contains a non-SIF run
(p1 p2 yp1:fzgz)!, by Lemma 4.3 SIF is not implementable for the system.
In addition to the above structure requirement, from Theorems 3.2 and 5.1, it can also be seen that
if the semantics of M allows that from some state s onward all continuations of s drive IS either into a
terminating state or into a state in which x and y can be enabled simultaneously, and after y is executed z
can subsequently be executed without ever requiring x to be enabled; then SIF is still unimplementable
if s has an infinite continuation and all nonblocking schedulers inevitably drive IS into state s.
To illustrate, consider the program
p1 :: ⁄[x ! skip p2 :: ⁄[x ! skip p3 :: ⁄[y ! z]
2 z! skip 2 y ! skip]
where x; y, and z are interactions as depicted in Fig. 4b. Clearly, the program does not belong to the
category of M8, as p3 is ready for y and z alternately. However, the program still allows a conspiracy to
be constructed so that from the time when y is executed onward, the rest of the run is such that z and y
alternately become enabled and executed (i.e., the run is like this: : : : (p1 p3:fzgzp2 p3:fygy)!), precluding
x from ever being enabled. Such a run then has an indistinguishable run in which x is enabled infinitely
often but is executed only a finite number of times. Since every nonblocking scheduler satisfying SIF
for such a system must eventually schedule y to be executed, SIF cannot be implemented for the
system. Note that the adversary takes an advantage of the fact that although x and y can be enabled
simultaneously, it delays the readiness of the processes in Px ¡ Py until y is executed, and then let z be
the only choice of the processes in Px ¡ Py .
On the other hand, by a proof similar to Theorem 5.2, we can show that if the semantics of M does
not allow the three interactions x; y, and z to be enabled in a desirable way as described above, then
SIF can be implemented. For example, consider a variation of the above program:
p1 :: ⁄[x ! skip p2 :: ⁄[x ! y] p3 :: ⁄[y ! z]
2 z! skip]
In this program x and y can never be enabled simultaneously, and so no conspiracy like the above can
be constructed to prevent x from being enabled but not executed. Note that by switching the roles of
y and z, we see that x and z can be enabled simultaneously. But still, no conspiracy against x can be
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constructed because a continuation from a state in which both x and z are enabled but z is chosen for
execution always leads to a state in which x is the only choice for execution. (It can also be seen that
there is no conspiracy against y and z, either.)
We are now left with the case where some states can lead to a conspiracy against SIF, but some cannot.
By Theorem 3.2, the implementability then depends on whether there exists a nonblocking scheduler
that not only satisfies SIF but can also prevent itself from “painting into a corner” by driving the system
into a state from which a conspiracy against SIF cannot be avoided.
As an example, consider a system ISD (fp1; p2; p3g; fx; y; z; ug;M), where x; y; z are structured as
in Fig. 4b, Pu D fp2g, and M behaves as follows:
p1 :: ⁄ [x ! skip p2 :: i :D 0; j :D 0; p3 :: ⁄[y ! z]
2 z! skip] ⁄ [i C j < 10; x ! i :D i C 1
2 i C j < 10; y ! j :D j C 1
2 i C j < 10; u ! j :D j C 1];
if i ‚ j then
⁄ [x ! skip
2 y ! skip]
else ⁄[x ! y]
The program first lets p2 execute 10 interactions and then execute either the repetitive command
⁄[x ! skip 2 y ! skip] or the command ⁄[x ! y], depending on how may times x; y, and
u have been executed in the first 10 interactions. By the previous two examples, the implementability
of SIF then depends on which repetitive command is executed, i.e., depends on which of the two states
i ‚ j and i < j (when i C j D 10) is reached. We can easily design a nonblocking scheduler to ensure
that no matter which adversary is given, only the state i < j can be reached. The scheduler behaves
like the one presented in Fig. 6, except that for the first 10 states where p2 is ready for interaction, p2
always executes u.
On the other hand, if we remove the guarded command “i C j < 10; u ! j :D j C 1” from p2’s
program, then some adversary would be able to drive the system into the state i ‚ j regardless of
which nonblocking scheduler is employed. To do so, the adversary simply lets x be the only interaction
enabled at a time until 10 instances of x are executed. (From then on, the adversary can then contrive a
conspiracy against SIF.) So SIF becomes unimplementable for the new system.
In the above examples, determining SIF’s implementability reduces to the problem of determining
whether some state of the system is reachable. Unfortunately, state reachability, like the halting problem,
is in general undecidable. Therefore, in the worst case determining whether SIF is implementable or
not for a given system is also undecidable!
52. Strong Process Fairness
The notion of strong process fairness requires a process that is infinitely often ready for an enabled
interaction to participate in an interaction infinitely often. Unfortunately, like SIF, SPF is, in general,
impossible to implement. To see this, observe first that if … satisfies SPF, then all runs in permute(… )
satisfy SPF. So if … satisfies SPF but some run indistinguishable from … does not, then there must exist
some … 0 2 permute(… ) such that … 0 contains infinitely many sequences of the form
yq1q2 : : : qk
such that k ‚ 1, q1; q2; : : : qk 62 Py , and deferring y until qk causes some interaction x (which has
been enabled only a finite number of times in … 0) to be enabled immediately before y is executed.
So Px \ Py 6D ; and Px ¡ Py 6D ;. Moreover, there must exist some process in Px ¡ Py (say p1)
which at some point in … 0 is ready for interaction and remains ready thereafter because no interaction
involving p1 will be enabled. There must also exist a second process (say p2) in Px ¡ Py such that
p2 will execute some interaction z after the sequence yq1q2 : : : qk (for otherwise when two sequences
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of the form yq1q2 : : : qk : : : are placed next to each other, x would be immediately enabled before y
is executed). So Px \ Pz 6µ Py . Let z be the first such interaction that is executed after the sequence
yq1q2 : : : qk . Clearly, p1 62 Pz ; that is, Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz 6D ;.
Taking z into account, … 0 contains infinitely many sequences of the form yq1q2 : : : qk : : : z : : : . Since
prior to the execution of z all processes in Px ¡ Py are ready, Px \ Py cannot be all ready before
z is executed. Otherwise, x would be enabled immediately before z is executed, and so would be
enabled infinitely often throughout … 0. So there must exist a third process in Px \ Py which is not ready
immediately before z is executed; that is, Px \ Py 6µ Pz .8
Finally, since no interaction involving p1 can be enabled infinitely often, the structure of I must
guarantee that at any point of the sequence yq1q2 : : : qk : : : z : : : no interaction involving p1 can be
enabled while some of the processes Px [ Py [ Pz are ready.9
Hence, if the interaction structure of the underlying system satisfies the above conditions and a run
like … is inevitable to every nonblocking scheduler, then SPF will be impossible for the system. To
illustrate such a setting, consider an interaction system ISD (P; I;M8), where I has the structure as
depicted in Fig. 7c. Then the following are two runs of the system:
… D p1(p3 p5 yp2 p4z)!
‰ D p1(p3 p5 p2 yp4z)!:
Observe that … satisfies SPF and ‰V… . However, ‰ does not satisfy SPF because p1 is ready for x
each time when both p2 and p3 are ready but p1 never takes part in any interaction execution. Since …
is singular, by Lemma 4.3 SPF is not possible for the system.
THEOREM 5.3. Let ISD (P; I;M8). Assume there are x; y; z 2 I satisfying the following conditions:
1. Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz 6D ;, Px \ Py 6µ Pz , and Px \ Pz 6µ Py.
2. 9 p1 2 Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz; 8u 2 I; p1 2 Pu ) [Pu 6µ (Px ¡ Py) [ Pz and Pu 6µ (Px ¡ Pz) [ Py].
Then, SPF cannot be implemented for IS.
Proof. Let S be any given nonblocking scheduler satisfying SPF. We present an adversary A such that
some run in indistinct(r (S; A)) does not satisfy SPF. By Theorem 3.2, therefore, there is no scheduling
program for IS satisfying SPF. The technique in constructing the adversary is similar to Theorem 5.1.
However, finding appropriate interactions and processes for which the adversary can be constructed
is somewhat tedious. To illustrate the main idea of the construction, we shall first make an additional
assumption on IS:
3. 9 p2 2 Pz ¡ Py , 9 p3 2 Py ¡ Pz , 8 u 2 I, [[p2 2 u and u µ (Px ¡ Py) [ Pz ) Pz µ Pu]] and
[[p3 2 u and u µ (Px ¡ Pz) [ Py]) Py µ Pu].
Later we sketch the proof without this extra condition.
Let x; y; z, p1; p2, and p3 be as given in Conditions 1–3. The adversary is given as follows.
1. Initially, the adversary A schedules all processes in (Px ¡ Pz) [ Py to enter a ready state (in
arbitrary order). By the definition of M8, p3 is ready for an enabled interaction (because y and possibly
some other interactions are enabled), but p2 is idle (because p2 2 Pz ¡ Py). Also, p1 is ready but no
interaction involving it is enabled due to the second part of Condition 2 imposed on the structure of I.
2. A’s subsequent behavior then depends on S’s reaction.
2.1. If S selects an interaction y0 (not necessary y) involving p3, then A in turn schedules the
processes in Pz to enter a ready state. By Condition 3, Py µ Py0 . So at this point the processes in
(Px ¡ Py0 ) [ Pz are ready for interaction. So p2 is ready for an enabled interaction (z and possibly
8 Like SIF, the condition Px \ Py 6µ Pz is needed only because the definition of M8 lets all processes in Px \ Py be ready
to execute x whenever they are ready. Irrespective of M and M8, however, Px must contain at least three processes in order to
contrive a conspiracy against SPF. This can be seen from the above conditions that Px \ Py 6D ;, p1 6D p2, and p1; p2 2 Px ¡ Py .
9 Note again that the condition that restrains I from containing any interaction u that may cause p1 to be ready for an enabled
interaction infinitely often is needed only because the program in consideration is of type M8. Otherwise, the program can take
the role to prevent p1 from being ready for any enabled interaction that may avoid the conspiracy.
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some others), but p3 is idle. Also, p1 remains ready and, by Condition 2, no interaction involving p1 is
enabled at this point.
2.1.1. If S next selects an interaction z0 involving p2, then A schedules the idle processes in
Py0 to be ready and waits for S’s response. By Condition 3, Pz µ Pz0 . So at this point the processes in
(Px ¡ Pz0 ) [ Py are ready for interaction. So p3 is again ready for an enabled interaction (e.g., y), p2
is idle, and p1 remains ready. By Condition 2 no interaction involving p1 can be enabled at this point.
The following behavior of A is same as the beginning of step 2 (except that after S has selected some
y0 involving p3, A in turn schedules the idle processes in Pz0 to be ready).
2.1.2. If, however, S selects some interaction v which does not involve p2, then A in response
schedules the processes in Pv to enter a ready state so that p2 is again ready for an enabled interaction
in S’s next turn. If subsequently S chooses some interaction z0 involving p2, then A schedules the idle
processes in Py0 to enter a ready state as described in step 2.1.1. Otherwise, A continues to schedule
the set of processes for which S has just selected for interaction to enter a ready state. Note that in this
tournament some interaction involving p2 will eventually be chosen because S satisfies SPF. Meanwhile,
p1 remains ready but still no interaction involving it has been enabled.
2.2. If S selects some interaction u which does not involve p3, then A in response schedules the
processes in Pu to enter a ready state so that p3 is again ready for an enabled interaction (e.g., y) in S’s
turn. If S finally chooses some interaction y0 involving p3, then A behaves as that described in step 2.1.
Otherwise, A continues to schedule the set of processes for which S has just selected for interaction to
become ready. As discussed above, in this tournament some interaction involving p3 will eventually be
selected because S satisfies SPF, while p1 remains ready but no interaction involving it has been enabled.
Then S versus A must generate a run in which p3 executes some interaction (say y0) infinitely often
because it is ready for an enabled interaction infinitely often. However, p1 is ready forever but it never
executes an interaction because it is never involved in an enabled interaction. Furthermore, immediately
before p3 executes each instance of y0 the processes in (Px ¡ Pz0 )[ Py are ready, and after p3 executes
y0 the processes in Pz0 are ready before any interaction is to be executed. Consider the run ‰ obtained
from r (S; A) by deferring each execution of y0 until the processes in Px ¡ Py0 are all ready. Clearly,
‰V r (S; A). Moreover, each deferment causes x to be enabled right before y0 is executed. Then, p1
is ready for an enabled interaction (i.e., x) infinitely often in ‰. Since x is never executed, ‰ does not
satisfy SPF.
We now consider the theorem without Condition 3. The main idea behind the construction of the
adversary is the same: it chooses three processes p1; p2, and p3 in an interaction x and lets p2 and p3
execute interactions alternately, but prevents p1 from being involved in any enabled interaction during
the game versus S. Without Condition 3, however, not every set of x; y, and z (where y and z are used
to determine p3 and p2) satisfying Conditions 1 and 2 can be used to contrive a conspiracy, as some
may cause p1 to be exposed to an enabled interaction during the game. In the following we show how
to obtain p2 and p3 for the adversary. Once they are obtained, the proof of the theorem is essentially
the same as above, and so we shall omit the details. (Note that arguing that no interaction involving p1
can be enabled at any point during the game is quite tedious, but is not hard.)
Let x; y, z, and p1 be as given in the theorem statement. Without loss of generality, assume that x; y,
and z satisfy the following condition:
I. jPx [ Py [ Pzj is minimal; that is, there are no other x 0; y0 and z0 satisfying Conditions 1 and 2
such that jPx 0 [ Py0 [ Pz0 j < jPx [ Py [ Pzj.
Define Ip;x;y;z D fu 2 I j Pu µ (Px ¡ Pz)[ Pyg, and rank(p; x; y; z) D minfjPu \ (Px \ Py ¡ Pz)j j u 2
Ip;x;y;zg. Assume that in the latest two rounds S schedules z0 in Step 2.1.1 and schedules y0 in
Step 2.1. (Initially, z0 D z and y0 D y). Then in the new round “p2” and “p3” are dynamically deter-
mined as follows: “p3” in Step 2.1 is chosen to be the process in Px \ Py0 ¡ Pz0 with the maximum
rank(p; x; y0; z0), and “p2” in Step 2.1.1 is chosen to be the process in Px \ Pz0 ¡ Py0 with the maximum
rank(p; x; z0; y0).
Figure 7 illustrates some interaction structures for which SPF is not possible. All of them consist of an
interaction involving more than two processes. It is proven in [4] that SPF for purely biparty interactions
is equivalence robust. SPF is also strongly feasible because SIF is strongly feasible and SPF is weaker
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FIG. 7. Interaction structures for which SPF cannot be implemented.
than SIF. By Lemma 4.1, therefore, SPF is implementable for systems consisting of strictly biparty
interactions (even if the associated programs are not of type M8).
THEOREM 5.4. Let ISD (P; I;M8). Assume that for all x; y; z 2 I the following conditions do not
hold:
I. Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz 6D ;, Px \ Py 6µ Pz , and Px \ Pz 6µ Py , and
II. 9 p1 2 Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz; 8u 2 I; p1 2 Pu ) [Pu 6µ (Px ¡ Py) [ Pz; and Pu 6µ (Px ¡ Pz) [ Py].
Then, SPF is implementable for IS.
Proof. Since every run that satisfies SIF must satisfy SPF, the nonblocking scheduler S presented
in Fig. 6 also satisfies SPF. So to show that SPF is implementable for the system, by Theorem 3.2 it
suffices to show that for every adversary A all runs in indistinct(r (S; A)) satisfy SPF. Let … D r (S; A).
Suppose by contradiction that … satisfies SPF but some run in indistinct(… ) does not. By the argument
presented in the beginning of this section, there must exist some … 0 2 permute(… ) and three interactions
x; y; z, where Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz 6D ;, Px \ Py 6µ Pz , and Px \ Pz 6µ Py , such that … 0 contains infinitely
many sequences of the form
yq1q2 : : : qk : : : z
but moving q1q2 : : : qk ahead of y causes x to be enabled immediately before y is executed. Here z
is the first interaction executed after y that involves a process in Px ¡ Py . Moreover, there must exist
some p1 2 Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz such that from some point onward, p1 remains ready forever in … 0 because
no interaction involving p1 is enabled.
Since before z is executed the set of processes (Px ¡ Py) [ Pz are ready, and since no interaction
involving p1 is enabled at this point, I contains no u such that p1 2 Pu and Pu µ (Px ¡ Py) [ Pz . If
there is also no u such that p1 2 Pu and Pu µ (Px ¡ Pz)[ Py , then we have obtained three interactions
x; y; z and a process p1 2 Px that contradict the theorem assumption imposed on the structure of I. So
in the following we assume that there is some u such that p1 2 Pu and Pu µ (Px ¡ Pz) [ Py . We shall
show that this assumption leads to a contradiction, and so there is no … such that … satisfies SPF but
some run in indistinct(… ) does not. Without loss of generality assume that jPu [ Py j is the “smallest” in
the sense that there is no other interaction u0 such that p1 2 Pu0 , Pu0 µ (Px ¡ Pz)[ Py , and jPu0 [ Py j <
jPu [ Py j.
When two sequences of the form yq1q2 : : : qk : : : z are placed next to each other, we have a se-
quence
yq1q2 : : : qk : : : z : : : yq1q2 : : : qk : : : z : : : :
So the set of processes (Px¡ Pz)[ Py are ready immediately before the second instance of y is executed
(and so u is enabled immediately before that y is executed), unless an interaction z0 which does not
involve p1 but does involve some process in (Px ¡ Pz ¡ Py)\ Pu is placed in between z and y. Since u
cannot be enabled at any point in the above sequence, such a z0 exists; and, in addition, Pu \ Pz0 6µ Py .
Let z0 be the first such interaction executed in between z and y.
On the other hand, it can also be seen that Pu \ Py 6D ; and Pu \ Py 6µ Pz0 , for otherwise u would be
enabled immediately before z0 is executed. Recall that p1 2 Pu ¡ Py ¡ Pz0 . So up to this point we have
obtained three interactions u; z0; y such that Pu ¡ Py ¡ Pz0 6D ;, Pu \ Py 6µ Pz0 , and Pu \ Pz0 6µ Py .
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FIG. 8. Interaction structures for which SPF can be implemented.
We now argue that there is no v 2 I such that p1 2 Pv and Pv µ (Pu ¡ Pz0 ) [ Py . This is because if
such v exists, then since (Pu \ Pz0 )¡ Py 6D ;, we must have jPv [ Py j < jPu [ Py j; this then contradicts
the assumption we made earlier that no such v exists. Moreover, since z0 is the first interaction executed
in between z and y satisfying the condition Pu \ Pz0 6D ; and Pu \ Pz0 6µ Py , the set of processes
(Pu ¡ Py) [ Pz0 are all ready immediately before z0 is executed. So there cannot exist any interaction
v such that p1 2 Pv and Pv µ (Pu ¡ Py) [ Pz0 . Then the existence of u; z0, and y contradicts the
assumption imposed on the structure of I. So there cannot exist an interaction u such that p1 2 Pu and
Pu µ (Px ¡ Pz) [ Py . The theorem then is established.
Note that since a run satisfying SIF must also satisfies SPF, interaction systems for which SIF is
possible can also be implemented for SPF. Therefore, SPF can be implemented for systems with the
interaction structures shown in Fig. 5. Figure 8 illustrates some more examples for which SIF is not
possible but for which SPF is possible.
By a reasoning similar to the one presented for SIF in Section 5.1, one can also determine the structure
of I and the semantics of M rendering the possibility and impossibility phenomena of SPF for any given
ISD (P; I;M), where M is not limited to type M8. Note that because some system causes SPF to be
unimplementable and some does not, like SIF, we can also construct a system such that determining
SPF’s implementability reduces to the problem of determining whether some state of the system is
reachable. Therefore, in the worst case determining whether SPF is implementable or not for a given
system is also undecidable.
53. Weak Process Fairness
The notion of weak process fairness requires a process that is continuously ready for an enabled
interaction (not necessary the same interaction) to execute an interaction eventually. Like SIF and SPF,
for some interaction system WPF may include a run … such that some run indistinguishable from … does
not satisfy WPF. This can be illustrated by the interaction system ISD (fp1; p2; p3; p4; p5g; fu; v; x; yg;
M8), where Pu D fp1; p5g, Pv D fp2; p5g, Px D fp1; p3g, and Py D fp2; p4g (see Fig. 9). Then the
following are two runs of the system:
… D p5 p1 p3(xp2 p4 yp1 p3)!
‰ D p5 p1 p3(p2 p4xp1 p3 y)!:
Observe that ‰V… and … satisfies WPF because no process is continuously ready for an enabled
interaction. However, ‰ does not satisfy WPF because from the second state onward p5 is continuously
ready for an enabled interaction (u and v alternately), but it never executes any interaction.
FIG. 9. An interaction structure.
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Note that… is not singular. So it is not necessary that every nonblocking scheduler for the system must
generate … . So if we can devise a nonblocking scheduler which can avoid generating runs like … whose
indistinct(… ) contains a non-WPF run, then we can obtain an implementation for WPF. In fact, we can
show that if indistinct(… ) contains a non-WPF run, then … must not satisfy SIF. Therefore, if we can
construct a nonblocking scheduler which generates only SIF runs, then we will have an implementation
for WPF. Since such a scheduler is indeed possible (because SIF is strongly feasible; see Section 5.1),
WPF is implementable.
LEMMA 5.5. For any run … 2 run(IS), if … satisfies SIF, then all runs in indistinct(… ) satisfy WPF.
Proof. Let … 2 run(IS) be a run satisfying SIF. Clearly, … must also satisfy WPF. Moreover, if … is
finite or no process in … has stayed in a ready state forever, then every run in indistinct(… ) must satisfy
WPF. So suppose that … is infinite, and at some point in … some process p has entered a ready state
and remained ready thereafter, but from that point onward no interaction involving p has been enabled.
Consider any subsequence of … which is of the form
y p1:I1 p2:I2 : : : pk :Ik z
and assume that in the subsequence p is ready but no interaction involving p is enabled. Let ‰ be
any arbitrary run in indistinct(… ). Clearly, if ‰ differs from … only in the ordering of the actions
p1:I1; p2:I2; : : : ; pk :Ik in between y and z, then ‰ must also satisfy WPF. This is because the reordering
of these actions cannot cause any new interaction to be enabled.
On the other hand, suppose that ‰ is obtained from … by moving some of the pi :Ii ’s forward before y
(via an operation of retraction), and the movement causes some interaction x involving p to be enabled
immediately before y is executed. Then, Px \ Py 6D ;. So x must be disabled immediately after y is
executed. Furthermore, since in the process of retraction any state transition occurring after z cannot
be moved forward across y, the duration of p’s readiness for an enabled interaction cannot be extended
across y. So p cannot be continuously ready for an enabled interaction in ‰. Hence, ‰ must also satisfy
WPF.
THEOREM 5.6. WPF is implementable for every interaction system ISD (P; I;M).
Proof. For any given interaction system IS, every run … generated by the the nonblocking scheduler
presented in Fig. 6 satisfies SIF, and thus also satisfies WPF. Moreover, by Lemma 5.5 for every …
generated by the scheduler, all runs in indistinct(… ) satisfy WPF. Hence, by Theorem 3.2 there exists
an undelayed scheduling program for IS satisfying WPF.
54. U-Fairness
The notion of U-fairness is first proposed by Back and Kurki-Suonio [8] (called by there a different
name, action justice) to consider situations where each participant p of an interaction x is willing
to execute x every time when it is ready for interaction. Subsequently, Attie et al. [5] show that U-
fairness provides an abstraction for stable property detection which most well-known fairness notions
do not.
DEFINITION 5.1 (U-fairness [5]). A run … 2 run(IS) satisfies U-fairness iff for every interaction x ,
x will eventually be executed if the following condition is satisfied: if from some point onward every
participant p of x is ready for interaction infinitely often, and whenever it is ready for interaction, it is
willing to execute x .
Note that in the above definition x may never be enabled because the participants need not be in a
ready state simultaneously.
To see how U-fairness detects stable properties, assume that we are to compute a function g(v1; v2).
The result is acceptable only if f1(v1) • –1 and f2(v2) • –2 for some constants –i ’s and functions fi ’s,
i D 1; 2. Moreover, the smaller fi (vi ) is, the closer g(v1; v2) approaches to the optimal. To do so, we
can use two processes p1 and p2 to prepare the appropriate v1 and v2 respectively, and then let, say, p1
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compute g(v1; v2), as shown in the following program:
p1 :: v1 :D 0; a1 :D 0; d1 :D 1; continue1 :D true;
⁄[continue1 & x[if f1(a1) < d1 then d1 :D f1(a1); v1 :D a1; endif]! a1 :D a1 C 1;
2 continue1 ^ f1(v1) • –1 & z[output g(v1; v2); continue1 :D false; ]! skip;]
p2 :: v2 :D 0; a2 :D 0; d2 :D 1; continue2 :D true;
⁄ [continue2 & y[if f2(a2) < d2 then d2 :D f2(a2); v2 :D a2; endif]! a2 :D a2 C 1;
2 continue2 ^ f2(v2) • –2 & z[continue2 :D false; ]! skip;]
The program is written in the style of IP [18], where x[: : :] represents an interaction with name x and
body : : : , & denotes the guard operator, and ⁄[: : :] represents a repetitive command.
Note that since smaller fi (vi ) implies better results, instead of idling pi when the threshold fi (vi ) • –i
is met, we allow pi to continue to find a better value of vi while its partner is still preparing the other
v-value.
We observe that for each i , the boolean guard fi (vi ) • –i of interaction z is a stable property: once
it holds, it continues to hold during the computation. So when both processes have found appropriate
values for v1 and v2, each process is willing to execute z every time when it is ready for interaction. So
under U-fairness z is guaranteed to be executed and the result g(v1; v2) is then obtained.
On the other hand, z may not necessarily be executed under, say, SIF. For example, assume that the
threshold fi (vi ) • –i for both i D 1; 2 have already been met. Consider the run
(p1xp2 y)!;
which represents that p1 becomes ready for interaction, then it executes an instance of x to compute a
new value of v1, and before p1 finishes x and becomes ready again for interaction, p2 becomes ready
and then executes y to prepare v2, and so on. The overall computation satisfies SIF because z is never
enabled throughout the computation. Note that the run does not satisfy U-fairness.
Although with respect to the above specific example U-fairness is stronger than SIF, as shown in [5,
8], U-fairness is actually incomparable with SIF; that is, a run satisfying SIF does not necessarily satisfy
U-fairness, and vice versa. To see an example of a run that satisfies U-fairness but not SIF, consider an
interaction system with a structure depicted in Fig. 4c. Assume the associated program allows the run
‰ D ((p1 p3 p2 y p4 z)(p1:fyg p3 y p2 p4 z))!:
Then ‰ satisfies U-fairness because p1 is not always willing to execute x every time when it is ready
for interaction. The run does not satisfy SIF because x is infinitely often enabled but is never executed.
From this example, it is not difficult to see that for any given ISD (P; I;M), if U(IS)¡ SIF(IS) 6D ;, then
the program M must let some process ready some interaction intermittently, where U(IS) and SIF(IS)
denote the set of complete runs of IS satisfying U-fairness and SIF, respectively.
Conversely, if no interaction is readied by a process in an intermittent fashion, then U(IS)¡SIF(IS) D
;; that is, U-fairness is either stronger than SIF or equal to SIF. This is proved in the following lemma.
LEMMA 5.7. For every ISD (P; I;M8), U(IS) µ SIF(IS). Moreover, U(IS) 6D SIF(IS) iff 9 x; y;
z;2 I; Px \ Py 6µ Pz and Px \ Pz 6µ Py.
Proof. We first show that U(IS) µ SIF(IS); that is, if a run … 2 run (IS) is not in SIF(IS) then it is
not in U(IS), either. To see this, observe that if … 62 SIF(IS), there must exist an interaction x in … such
that from some point t onward x is infinitely often enabled but is never executed. Recall that program
M8 allows a process, whenever it is ready, to be ready for all interactions of which it is a member. So
from t onward, every process p 2 Px is ready for interaction infinitely often, and whenever it is ready
it is willing to execute x . However, since x is never executed in … , … does not satisfy U-fairness.
We now show that if U(IS)(SIF(IS), then 9 x; y; z 2 I; Px \ Py 66µ Pz and Px \ Pz 66µ Py . Let
… 2 SIF(IS)¡U(IS). Then, there exists an interaction x in … such that from some point onward every
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p 2 Px is ready for interaction infinitely often, and whenever it is ready for interaction it is willing to
execute x . However, the processes of Px are never ready for x simultaneously (so x is never enabled
and thus is never executed). Hence there must exist two processes p1; p2 2 Px such that the following
scenario occurs infinitely often: when p1 is ready, p2 is idle. Then, after p1 participates in some
interaction y, p2 becomes ready. Moreover, p1 remains idle until p2 participates in another interaction
z. Clearly, the conditions Px\Py 66µ Pz and Px\Pz 66µ Py are satisfied by the three interactions x; y, and z.
Finally, we show that if 9 x; y; z 2 I; Px \ Py 66µ Pz and Px \ Pz 66µ Py , then U(IS)(SIF(IS). For
this, we need to construct a computation … such that … 2 SIF(IS)¡U(IS). Consider first the run
… D (Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz)(Py y Pz z)!:
Here we liberally use set P in a run to represent an arbitrary permutation of the elements in P . Since
each p 2 Px is ready for interaction infinitely often, and since the program M8 allows p to be ready for
all interactions of which it is a member whenever p is ready, each process in Px is ready for interaction
infinitely often, and whenever it is ready for interaction it is willing to execute x . However, since x is
never executed in … , … =2U(IS). So if … 2 SIF(IS), then we are done. Otherwise, there must exist some
interaction w such that w is enabled infinitely often in … but w is never executed. Obviously, w 6D y
and w 6D z. Furthermore, due to the restriction imposed on x; y, and z, w 6D x , either. Then there are
only two possibilities: either Pw µ (Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz) [ Py or Pw µ (Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz) [ Pz .
Consider the first case, and let … 0 be as follows:
… 0 D (Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz)(PywPw y Pzz)!:
Note that … 0 is still not in U(IS) because for every process in Px , it is still ready for interaction infinitely
often, and whenever it is ready for interaction it is willing to execute x . However,w is executed infinitely
often in … 0. So if … 0 is in SIF(IS), then we are done. Otherwise, there must be another interaction u,
u 6D x; y; z; w, such that u is enabled infinitely often in … 0 but it is never executed. Then we can use the
same method to convert … 0 to another run … 00 such that u; w; y, and z are executed infinitely often in
… 00, and still … 00 =2U(IS). Since there are at most a finite number of interactions in I, eventually we can
construct a run in SIF(IS)¡U(IS).
The other case where Pw µ (Px ¡ Py ¡ Pz) [ Pz can be handled similarly. The lemma is therefore
established.
From Lemma 5.7 and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we can obtain the interaction structures that render the
unimplementability and implementability of U-fairness, respectively.
COROLLARY 5.8. Let ISD (P; I;M8). Assume 9 x; y; z 2 I; Px \ Py 6µ Pz and Px \ Pz 6µ Py. Then
U-fairness cannot be implemented for IS.
Proof. Suppose otherwise that U-fairness is implementable for IS. Then by Theorem 3.2 there
is a nonblocking scheduler S such that for every adversary A of IS indistinct(r (S; A)) µ U(IS). By
Lemma 5.7, indistinct(r (S; A)) µ SIF(IS). That is, there is a nonblocking scheduler S such that for
every adversary A of IS indistinct(r (S; A)) µ SIF(IS). Then by Theorem 3.2 SIF is implementable for
IS. This contradicts Theorem 5.1 that SIF is not implementable for IS.
COROLLARY 5.9. Let ISD (P; I;M8). Assume (1) jIj • 2 or (2) 8x; y; z 2 I, if Px \ Py 6D ; and
Px \ Pz 6D ;, then either Px \ Py µ Pz or Px \ Pz µ Py. Then U-fairness can be implemented for IS.
Proof. By Lemma 5.7 and the restriction imposed on IS we have U(IS)D SIF(IS). Theorem 5.2
therefore implies that U-fairness is implementable for IS.
Note that like SIF, U-fairness is in general impossible to implement even if interactions are strictly
bipartied.
For interaction systems ISD (P; I;M) whose programs are not of type M8, we can use the method pre-
sented in Section 5.1 to analyze how the structure of I and the semantics of M affect the implementability
of U-fairness. It is important to note, however, that U-fairness is equivalence-robust; see [18]. This means
that for every nonblocking scheduler S satisfying U-fairness, every run … generated by S must satisfy
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the condition indistinct(… ) µ U(IS). So the unimplementability must be due to the fact that we cannot
even construct a nonblocking scheduler satisfying U-fairness for the system. Recall that we can design
a nonblocking scheduler satisfying SIF (see Fig. 6). So for an adversary A to prevent S from generating
a U-fair run, I and M must be such that from some point onward some interaction x is never enabled, but
every participant of x is ready for interaction infinitely often, and whenever it is ready for interaction
it is willing to execute x . Since x is never enabled, there must exist two other interactions y and z,
Py \ Px 6µ Pz and Pz \ Px 6µ Py , such that y and z alternately engage some of x’s participants, pre-
venting the participants of x from being ready for x simultaneously (a phenomenon called conspiracy;
see Section 5.5). As the proof techniques for establishing the impossibility and possibility results are
similar to those for Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we omit the details.
55. Hyperfairness
Hyperfairness is proposed by Attie et al. [6] as a fairness notion to prevent conspiracies. A conspiracy
against an interaction x occurs if from some point onward x is never enabled because conflicting
interactions intermittently engage some of x’s participants. For example, consider an interaction system
ISD (fp1; p2; p3g; fx; y; zg;M8), where fx; y; zg has the structure as depicted in Fig. 4b. So … D
(p1 p3zp2 p3 y)! is a run of the system. Observe that x is never enabled in … because z and y alternately
engage p1 and p2, respectively. Note that the conspiracy is due solely to the “race conditions” of two
independent actions: z’s execution and p2’s readiness. If p2 becomes ready before z is executed, then
the resulting computation … 0 D (p1 p3 p2zp3 y)! would have no conspiracy against x . Hyperfairness is
therefore used to exclude… as valid by requiring x12 be enabled infinitely often as in… 0. Note further that
if some other fairness notion, say SIF, is additionally assumed, then … 0 would not be fair either. Hence,
hyperfairness on top of SIF ensures that no computation satisfies SIF simply because some conspiracy
prevents an interaction from being enabled (and thus from being potentially scheduled for execution).
Note that some conspiracy may be inherent from the program semantics. For example, assume that
the program of the above system is changed to the following:
p1 :: ⁄[x ! skip p2 :: ⁄[y; [x ! skip p3 :: ⁄[z! y]
2 z! skip] 2 y ! skip]]
Then the program prevents p1 from establishing x with p2, unless p1 first establishes z with p3.
To distinguish programs for which conspiracies can be prevented by an appropriate scheduling of
the execution events from those whose semantics inherently incurs some conspiracies, Attie et al. [6]
propose a notion of conspiracy resistance as follows: A program M is conspiracy resistant iff for every
fair run … (fair with respect to some underlying fairness notion) the following holds:
Let … 0 be any finite prefix of … with final state s, and let Qx be the set of processes that are ready for x in s.
Furthermore, let … 00 be the same as … 0 except that in the final state every process in Qx is ready for only x . Then
for every fair continuation of … 00, there exists a process p 2 Px ¡ Qx such that p will eventually ready x along this
continuation.
Hyperfairness excludes conspired runs for conspiracy resistant programs, but does not impose any
constraint (other than that imposed by the underlying fairness notion) on programs that are not conspiracy
resistant to avoid any possibility of deadlock in the implementation. Formally, hyperfairness is defined
as follows.
DEFINITION 5.2 (Hyperfairness [6]). A complete run … of ISD (P; I;M) is hyperfair iff one of the
following conditions is satisfied:
I. M is not conspiracy resistant and … satisfies SIF.
II. … is finite.
III. … is infinite, … satisfies SIF, and every interaction for which every participant readies it infinitely
often is enabled infinitely often.
Note that like [6], we have assumed SIF beneath hyperfairness. A different hyperfairness notion
would be required if SIF is replaced by another. Its implementability can then be studied analogously.
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Since hyperfairness imposes additional constraint on runs that satisfy SIF and since SIF, in general,
is impossible to implement, hyperfairness is also unimplementable. What interests us, then, is whether
hyperfairness is possible for those cases where SIF is possible. For this problem, we again assume an
interaction system IS associated with a program M8. Clearly, M8 is conspiracy resistant. Moreover,
run(IS) contains only infinite runs. Thus a run … 2 run (IS) is hyperfair iff it satisfies SIF and every
interaction that is infinitely often readied by every participant is enabled infinitely often.
To study the structure of interaction systems that renders the implementability and unimplementability
phenomena of hyperfairness, we first observe that U-fairness and hyperfairness are indeed the same
semantic constraint for those systems associated with M8. This is shown in the following lemma, where
Hyper(IS) denotes the the set of runs in run(IS) satisfying hyperfairness.
LEMMA 5.10. For every ISD (P; I;M8), Hyper(IS) D U(IS).
Proof. We first show that Hyper(IS) µ U(IS). Let … 2 run(IS)¡U(IS). Since … is not U-fair, there
exists some interaction x such that from some point onward every process in Px is ready for interaction
infinitely often, and whenever it is ready for interaction it is willing to execute x , but x is never executed.
Then, x is infinitely often readied by all of its participants but is never executed. So … =2Hyper(IS). This
implies that Hyper(IS) µ U(IS).
Next, suppose that ‰ is U-fair. Then, for every interaction x , x will eventually be executed if from
some point onward every process in Px is ready for interaction infinitely often, and whenever it is ready
for interaction it is willing to execute x . Due to the semantics of M8, no interaction that is infinitely
often readied by all of its participants is executed only a finite number of times. That is, every interaction
that is infinitely often readied by all of its participants is executed infinitely often. This also implies
that every interaction that is enabled infinitely often is executed infinitely often. So ‰ is also hyperfair.
Hence, U(IS) µ Hyper(IS).
The above lemma together with Corollaries 5.8 and 5.9 immediately implies the following two
corollaries, respectively.
COROLLARY 5.11. Let ISD (P; I;M8). Assume 9 x; y; z 2 I; Px \ Py 6µ Pz and Px \ Pz 6µ Py. Then
hyperfairness cannot be implemented for IS.
COROLLARY 5.12. Let ISD (P; I;M8). Assume (1) jIj • 2 or (2) 8x; y; z 2 I, if Px \ Py 6D ; and
Px \ Pz 6D ;, then either Px \ Py µ Pz or Px \ Pz µ Py. Then hyperfairness can be implemented for IS.
So like SIF and U-fairness, for systems consisting of only biparty interactions hyperfairness is, in
general, not implementable.
Using the fairness implementability criterion, we can also analyze the implementability of hyperfair-
ness for any given system ISD (P; I;M) whose program is not limited to type M8 (but is conspiracy
resistant). We note here that, like U-fairness, hyperfairness is also equivalence-robust [6]. So hyper-
fairness can pass the criterion if, and only if, we can construct a nonblocking scheduler for the system
satisfying hyperfairness.
Finally, it is interesting to note that for every ISD (P; I;M) whose M is conspiracy resistant, hyper-
fairness is, in general, stronger than U-fairness.10
THEOREM 5.13. For every ISD (P; I;M) such that M is conspiracy resistant, Hyper(IS) µ U(IS).
Proof. Let … 2 run(IS)¡U(IS). Since … is not U-fair, there exists an interaction x such that from
some point onward every process in Px is ready for interaction infinitely often, and whenever it is ready
for interaction it is willing to execute x , but x is never executed. Then, x is infinitely often readied by
all of its participants but is never executed. Since M is conspiracy resistant, … should also be excluded
from Hyper(IS). So Hyper(IS) µ U(IS).
Note that for some interaction systems hyperfairness may be strictly stronger than U-fairness. For
example, let ISD (P; I;M) be an interaction system with the structure shown in Fig. 4c, and then M
10 For those IS D (P; I;M) whose M is not conspiracy resistant, hyperfairness on top of SIF imposes no additional constraint
other than that imposed by SIF. So hyperfairness is identical to SIF. It is not difficult to see that U-fairness then is still incomparable
with SIF (and thus incomparable with hyperfairness).
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behaves as follows:
p1 :: ⁄[x ! y p2 :: ⁄[x ! skip p3 :: ⁄[y ! skip] p4 :: ⁄[z! skip]
2 y ! y] 2 z! skip]
It is not difficult to see that the program is conspiracy resistant. Consider the run
‰ D ((p1 p3 p2 y p4 z)(p1:fygp3 y p2 p4 z))!:
As shown in Section 5.4, ‰ satisfies U-fairness but does not satisfy SIF. So ‰ is not hyperfair.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a necessary and sufficient criterion for determining the implementability of fairness
notions in distributed systems where processes interact by engaging in synchronous constructs. As
we have seen, the criterion allows us to establish several impossibility results for various fairness
notions, including strong interaction fairness, strong process fairness, U-fairness, and hyperfairness,
and a possibility result for weak process fairness.
The impossibility results do not depend on the type of communication primitives (e.g., message-
passing or shared-memory) provided by the underlying execution model. It holds as long as (1) one
process’s readiness for multiparty interaction can be known by another only through communication,
and the time it takes two processes to communicate is nonnegligible (but can be finitely bounded);
and (2) the time when a process will make its transition to this ready state (from a state not willing
to engage in any interaction) cannot be determined a priori. Algorithms which claim any of these
“impossible” fairness notions, therefore, must make use of some assumption which contradicts one of
the two conditions, or assume a system topology which complies with the structure we have analyzed
in the paper that can render the possibility phenomena (see Theorems 5.2 and 5.4 and Corollaries 5.9
and 5.12).
For example, Attie et al. [5] propose a distributed multiparty interaction scheduling algorithm fulfilling
U-fairness. Their algorithm does not assume any system topology, and so is general for all interaction
systems. However, they do implicitly assume that the time a process can stay in an idle state and the
time it takes to execute an interaction are both finitely bounded. From time to time, a coordinating
process has to pause its coordination activity, waiting for some process to be ready for an interaction
even if there is another interaction enabled for execution. The delay imposed by the coordinator implies
that the time it takes to schedule one interaction may depend on the other processes not involved in the
interaction. From the efficiency’s concern, this violates one of the four criteria proposed by Buckley and
Silberschatz [14] for evaluating distributed interaction scheduling algorithms. Note that if the “bounded
transition time” assumption is removed, the above algorithm would be deadlocked if the target process
waited for by the coordinator is no longer interested in interaction.
Many algorithms for scheduling multiparty interactions that conform to the above two assumptions
have also been proposed, e.g., [9, 21, 26, 29, 33, 42, 43, 45, 47]. From our results, it is not surprising to
see that only few of them have claimed a fairness notion stronger than weak interaction fairness. (Weak
interaction fairness requires an interaction that is continuously enabled to be established eventually,
and so is much weaker than all fairness notions discussed in Section 5.) In particular, the algorithms
of [26, 45, 47] also satisfy SPF with the proviso that interactions must be strictly bipartied, which, by
our results in Section 5.2, is indeed possible to implement.
For other fairness notions that satisfy the criterion, we have also presented a general algorithm to
implement them. The algorithm employs a centralized coordinator to simulate the behavior of the
nonblocking scheduler characterized by the criterion. Our future work will focus on a distributed
implementation for our criterion. That is, nonconflicting interactions can be established concurrently
by different coordinators.
The impossibility results for SIF and SPF have also been established independently by Tsay and
Bagrodia [46] and by Joung [26]. Our impossibility results for SIF and SPF improve upon theirs in
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three ways: First, our results do not depend on any system topology underlying the implementation. By
contrast, each process in [46] is paired with a coordinating process to schedule interactions, while [26]
assumes a centralized coordinator for the scheduling. Second, they establish the impossibility results
by identifying a particular system for which SIF and SPF are not possible. We are able to determine
the structure of systems that renders the impossibility phenomena, and using the criterion we can also
determine if SIF and SPF are implementable for any given specific system. Finally, and most importantly,
they observe the impossibility phenomena in a specific implementation model. We, however, have
generalized the model and lifted its properties to the semantic level. In effect, this reduces reasoning
about a complex and concrete implementation model to reasoning about a simpler and abstract model
for process interaction, and allows the criterion to apply to every possible fairness notion for multiparty
interaction.
It should be noted that when we say that a fairness notion C is not implementable, we mean that
there exists an interaction system for which C cannot be implemented by any deterministic algorithm.
An unimplementable fairness notion may be implementable for some specific interaction system. The
criterion we have proposed allows us to determine whether a fairness notion is implementable for any
given interaction system. However, as we have also analyzed in the paper, the problem of determining
whether an unimplementable fairness notion is implementable for some specific interaction system may
turn out to be undecidable!
Furthermore, the multiparty interactions we have addressed in the paper assumed that the participants
of an interaction are fixed in advance. This form of interactions has been widely used in distributed
languages that support multiparty interactions. The participants of an interaction may also be parame-
terized, or even dynamically configured. In the latter case, determining the participants of an interaction
could become very complex, and even intractable. A taxonomy of programming languages offering lin-
guistic support for multiparty interaction along with a comprehensive complexity analysis of interaction
membership decision problem is given by Joung and Smolka [30]. It is easy to see that the impossibility
results we established in the paper also apply to other forms of multiparty interactions in which the
participants of an interaction may vary dynamically.
Since deterministic algorithms are not possible for most fairness notions, randomization might be
appealing. Randomization has proven to be an effective technique for coping with some impossibility
phenomena occurring in the Dining Philosophers problem and CSP-like biparty interaction [20, 35, 44].
In fact, randomization is also effective for the more general problem, viz., the multiparty interaction
scheduling. Joung and Smolka [31] present a symmetric, distributed, and randomized algorithm that,
with probability 1, satisfies SIF. It thus offers an appealing tonic to other fairness notions lacking
deterministic realizations.
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